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A LABORATORY EVALUATION OF 

TRASH RACKS FOR DROP INLETS 


By GEORGE G. HEBAUSl and WENDELL R. GWINN, ?'esearch hydl'aulic enginee?'s, Southe1"1! Region, Agricultural Re
,. seal'ch Service, U.S. Department of Agricu/tw'e, Stilltcater, Okla. 

SUMMARY 
Performance tests for trash racks on closed

conduit spillways, using one-eighth-scale models, 
were developed and standardized by comparison 
with the performance of fu !I-scale prototype 
structures mounted on a drop inlet to a 2-foot
diameter conduit. 

Flow data for use in spillway design \vere col
lected by testing models and prototypes of stand
ard and experimental designs under a range of 
flow conditions, with clear water and standard
ized trash loads. 

INTRODUCTION 

An entrance trash rack is normally required to 

prevent plugging of closed-conduit spillways 
that release water from floodwater-retarding 
reservoirs. The effectiveness of the trash rack is 
highly dependent on its geometry. It is possible 
for the trash rack itself to become so plugged 
with trash that a reduction in spillway capacity 
results. A rack form that intercepts trash with 
minimum reduction of flow through the spillway 
is therefore needed. Various forms of trash 
racks, including Soil Conservation Service 
(SCS) standard designs, were studied in labora
tory experiments at the \Vater Conservation 
Structures Laboratory at Stillwater, Okla., to 

determine how well they met this need. The re
sults of these studies are presented here for the 
guidance of designers of flood-control works. 

The trash racks were tested on both model
and prototype-size structures. Theil' perform
ance-'was evaluated by comparing the weir and 
entrance loss coefficients for trash-laden flo\ys 
with the corresponding values for clear water 
flows. The tests were intended to indicate (1) 
11O'w well a given trash rack ,vould perform its 
function, (2) the relative performance of the 
trash racks, and (3) the reliability of models for 
trash-rack research. 

MEASURES OF TRASH-RACK EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of a trash rack is judged by 

its ability to preserve the clean fbw capacity of 
the structure as trash accumulates on the rack. 
A measure of flo'wcapacity is the change in the 
value of the weir-flow discharge coefficient, the 
plate-colltrol discharge coefficient where applic
able, or the pipe-flow entrance-loss coefficient. 

The weir-flow discharge coefficient, C, is de
fined by the relation 

(1) 

1 'Mr. Hebaus is now a civil engineer with the Corps of 
Engineers, Department of the Army. St. Paul, 'Minn. 

where Q=the dischal'ge in cubic feet per sec
ond, 

L=the crest length of the weir in feet, 
and H=the hend above the crest in feet. 

A decrease in this coefficient indicates a re
duction in flow capacity of the structure. 

The plate-control coefficient, CI', is defined by 
the relation 

Q 
(2)C['=-Hb" a 

where C p=plate-contl'ol coefficient, 
Q =discharge rate in cubic feet per sec

ond, 

1 
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and H =head referred to spillway crest in 
feet. 

(~ and b are determined by the dimensions of 
the inlet and are obtained by the solution of the 
equation for plate control. A decrease in Cp indi
cates a reduction in the flow capacity. 

Donnelly, Hebaus, and BlaisdelP have devel
oped the following equation for plate control: 

~ =~ -(;i~ - 0.1 loglo r;;)+ ~.1- 0.~5L~ 
Q > Zp 

(3)
2LD3!~ = '15' 

where D =width of drop inlet, 
L =length of drop inlet, 

and Lo =overhang of the plate beyond the 
outside of the drop inlet.3 

The quantities in pointed brackets are zero for 
negative values. 

The pipe-flow crest-loss coefficient, [{r, is de
fined bythe relation 

(4) 

where ~h is the pressure drop between the water 
surface above the entrance to the structure and 
the drop inlet midheight in feet, and hrr is the 
mean velocity head in the drop inlet in feet. An 
increase in the pipe-flow crest-loss coefficient 
indicates a reduction in the flow capacity of the 
structure. 

The crest-loss coefficient is based on the vel
ocity head in the drop inlet. Coefficients used by 
designers are, for convenience, often based on 
the velocity head in the barrel. 

To express the crest-loss coefficient in terms 
of barrel velocity head, h1•p ) [{c can be multiplied 
by the square of the ratio of the barrel area to 

TRASH RACKS TESTED 

The trash racks tested included early (circa 

1948) and current (1969) designs used by the 
Soil Conservation Service on drop inlets during 
the time the tests were made, 1957 to 1969. Some 
mod:.fications to these designs were also tested. 

Table 1 lists the trash racks and the tests to 
which they were subjected. By "model" is meant 
a reduced-scale structure placed in an indoor hy

draulic-laboratory testing flume. A "prototype" 
is a large-scale test structure (with barrel diam
eter of 2 feet) placed in an outdoor test basin. 
"Flexible trash" is hay for the prototype and 
simulated hay for the model. "Rigid trash" is 
sticks and small logs for the prototype and twigs 
and small sticks for the model. Drawings of the 
racks tested are included in this bulletin. 

TEST APPARATUS 

In this research, both reduced-scale and full

size models (termed "model" and "prototype," 
respectively) of drop inlets and trash racks were 
tested. Since model tests are much faster and less 
expensive than prototype tests, an important 

~ Donnelly, Charles A., Heb.aus, George G., and Blais
dell, Fred W. 1974. Hydraulics of closed conduit spill
ways. Part XII. The two-way drop inlet with a flat bot
tom. U.S. Dep. Agric., Agric. Res. Servo [Rep.] ARS
NC-14. 

3 The definition for La by Donnelly, Hebaus, and 
Blab-iell has been used here. Elsewhere in this report Lo 
is defined as the distance between the outside of the drop 
inlet· wall and the inside of the skirt. The two values of 
Ln obtained by applying the two definitions to a struc
ture differ by the thickness of the skirt. 

part of the l'esearch was directed toward devel
opment of test techniques that would yield model
test data closely simUlating prototype perform
ance during trash-laden flow. 'Vith such tech
niques available, it will be possible to carryon 
much of the future trash-rack research with 
models only. 

The full-size structures had a 2-foot-diameter 
concrete outlet pipe with a fall of approximately 
11 feet. They were located in an approximately 
square reservoir having a surface area of about 
one-half acre when full. Flow into the reservoir 
was measured ''lith a 4-foot modified Parshall 
flume. The water level in the reservoir and the 
pressures in the test structure for the first tests 



TABLE l.-Test combinations of st?-uctU'res, tmsh racks} and test conditions 

Structure Trash-rack Figure 
designation1.number

2 

Laboratory tests 
. Flexible trash Rigid trash 
Model Prototype Model Prototype 

. . 
DeSlgn·l 

Laboratory modifications 
and variations tested Remarks 

4-way!':quare 9 x x S None. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trash rack no longer being 
d!·" t inlet. built. Various trash materi 

als, loads, and feeding rates 
applied in model to simulate 
prototype behavior. 

Hillside inlet ....... . 19 x S None ... "................... . Model of prototype structure 
#16 on Sandstone Creek, t'" 
Okla. » 

Ol 

2-way drop inlet .... 23 x L Inlet lengths, 2D and 3D; Standard flexible-trash test 
o 
::0 

deck heights, (1I2)D and applied to all variations. ~ 
D; deck overhang, D and 
(3/2) D; solid and vented 

One test conducted without 
bars. 

o 
::0 
-< 

decks; combinatbns of sol
id and vented side skirts; 

~ 
<> 

round bar, spacing (1!3)D ;:-<
,-; 

and (4/9)D. ~ 
;3-way square 

drop inlet. 
1 38 x x S None ....................... . Standard rigid-trash test de

signed in prototype and 
duplicated in model. 

o z 
o 
~ 

Do........ . 1 (high) 38 x S High rack and inlet in dam No prototype. >-l 
::0 

face. 6; 
Do........ . 2 44 x x L Vented skirt on part of sides. Rack moved farther from in

let than in rack l. 

~ 
;::l 
» 
(j 

Do........ . 2a 44 x x x x L Vented skirt on all of sides... Do. ;:;; 
'J) 

2-way drop inlet ... ".. ;~ 52 x x x S None···. .................... Splitter wall omitted in most 
tests. 

Do........ . 3a 52 x x M Vented skirt on part of sides. Splitter wall omitted. 

Do. """" 3b 52 x x M Vented skirt on all of sides .. Do. 

Do.. . 4 64 x x L Minimum-size ,:~!~,-i deck used. 

Do... . 5 68 x x x S None ...................... .. 

1 Entries in this column refer to the last series of tests, covering standard and modified SCS designs. 

2 Numbers refer to illustrations ia this bulletin. 

3 S=standard SCS design; L-==Iaboratory design; M=modified SCS design, 


CJ.:) 
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were measured in stilling wells with point gages 
read to the nearest 0,001 foot. In later tests on 
the two-way drop inlet, pressures were read di
rectly to the nearest 0.01 foot "with small opell
tube manometers. 

The small-scale models, with one exception, 
were one-eighth the size of the full-size struc
tlll'es and were made of transparent Plexiglas. 
The outlet conduit was al'l'anged so that its dis
charge end could be raised or lowered to alter the 
head on the system, and, thereby, the pipe-flow 
capacity of the models. The trash-rack bars were 
made of brass, and the gratings used for the 
vented deck anel skirts were hardware cloth. 

The models were installeel in "~ tank f5 feet 7
1/2 inches wiele 2 feet Ginches deep, and 13 feet 

2-1/2 inches long. Fl.ow entered the tank through 
a 1-foot H-flume, where it was measured, and ap
proached the models very uniformly through a 
baffle system at the head of the tank. Heachvater 
and pressure measurements were made in still
ing wells with point gages read to the nearest 
n,001 foot. 

Piezometers were placed at the midheight of 
the drop inlet. In the square drop inlets, a piezo
meter was located in the center of each wall. In 
the rectangular, two-way drop inlets, six piezo
meters were used. One ,,'as placed at the mid
p.oint of each upstream and downstream end 
\\'3 II, and two ,,'ere placed on each side wall, 
spaced one-third of the drop inlet length from 
the end walls. 

TRASH SPECINIENS AND STANDARD TRASH LOADS 

Selection .of material for the standard trash 

l.oads was based on data derived from an analy
sis .of trash found around 37 flood-detention 
reservoirs distributed through Oklahoma. In 
trash on the racks themselves (figs. 1 and2) and 
around reservoir shorelines (figs. 3 and·i) were 
l.ogs of diameters up to 4 inches and lengths up to 
about 8 t.o 10 feet; sticks of various diameters, 
lengths, and shapes; twigs; weed stalks and 
thistle plants; leaves; livestock manure; and fine 
materials consisting of decayed grass stems, de
cayed twigs, and silt. Logs larger than 5 inches 
in diameter were found on the shore, but not 'n 
the trash racks. 

The trash was classified as either flexible 01' 

~~'iI.~.;;.: .•PZj~ 
-""-~,",,,J.~ 

rigid. These terms describe the action .of trash 
when it accumulates on a trash rack. 

Flexible trash such as hay can \\Tap around 
rack members or ai'ound other trash lodged 
against the rack. Rigid trash, represented by 
sticks and logs, while deformed very little by 
flow, can accumulate, entangle, and wedge 
around and in the trash rack Because of the 
different behavior of these two kinds of trash, 
each was tried separately in the trash-rack tests. 

Trash specimens for the models had t.o dupli
cate the action of the trash in the prototype. Also 
required was a standard trash test that could be 
applied to all trash racks so their relative effec
tiveness could be compared. The first experi

PN-3G05 
PN-:l604 FIGURE 2.-Woven wire trash rack almost completely 

FIGURE 1.-0pen trash rack with log wedged in rack, site plugged, below site 17, Sandstone Creek watershed, 
6, Bear, Fall, and Coon Creeks watershed, Oklahoma. Oklahoma. 
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PN-3606 
FIGURE 3.-Trash pile .on face of dam, site 11, Long 

Branch Creek watershed, Oklahoma. 

PN-3607 
FIGURE 4.-Trash pile along shoreline, site G, Turkey 

Creek watershed, Oklahoma. 

ments were devoted to finding a suitable model 
trash and developing a standard trash test. 

Standard Flexible-Trash Load 

Hay was selected as the flexible trash for pro
totype testing. Eight pickup truckloads of loose, 

dry, weeping lovegrass hay were fed into the 
reservoir (fig. 5). Much of this material became 
waterlogged and submerged during the test. 
Since the same action had to be duplicated in the 
model, a suitable model material was sought. 
Grass clippings were tried, but they would not 
sink. Hemp rope cut into 1-3/4-inch lengths, 
separated into individual strands (fig. 6) and 
treated with a weak solution of sulfuric acid to 
remove grease submerged in the model flow and 
closely simulated the action of the hay in the 
prototype. 

A standard flexible-trash load of 1,000 grams 
of air-dry hemp strands, applied at the rate of 40 

PN-3608 
FIGURE 5.-The flexible-trash specimens used in the 

prototype tests. 

PN-3609 
FIGURE G.-The flexible-trash specimens used in the 

model tests. 
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grams every 5 minutes, was used in all flexible
trash model tests after the early development 
trials. 

Standard Rigid· Trash Load 
Rigid-trash tests were also conducted, first 011 

the prototype ,,,ith a three·"way drop inlet and 
later on a model. Fairly straight, smooth logs 
ranging from 2-1/4 to 5 inches in diameter and 
from 2 to 17-3/4 feet long and sticks ranging 
from 1-1/2 to 7-2/3 feet long were used. Six logs 
and 12 sticks in each of 8 subloads, for a total of 
t18 logs and 96 sticks in all, were selected as the 
standard rigid-trash load. Figure 7 shows the 
random shape and size of the pieces in a typical 
prototype subload. The same number of pieces, 
scaled down to one-eighth size, was used for the 
small-model test. PN--3GIO 

FIGURE T.-A typical prototype rigid-trash subload. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Each rack was first tested without trash in the 
flow. The discharge and loss coefficients ob
tained from these- clear water tests provided the 
basis for assessing the performance of the rack 
when the flow was charged with trash. The clear 
water tests on the rack-equipped drop inlet were 
also compared with clear water tests on the drop 
inlet without a trash rack, to obtain a measure of 
the energy loss caused by the rack alone. 

Flexible-Trash Tests on Full-Size Structures 
Flexible-trash tests were conducted on only 

two full-size structures, the four-way square 
drop inlet and the three-way square drop inlet 
with trash rack 2. 

The fh'st trash-rack tests were made on the 
full-size, four-way square drop inlet. At the be
ginning there was some exploring and trying out 
to do, so early tests do not conform to the proce
dures Jater adopted as standard. For the first 
test a flow of 25.4 cubic feet per second (weir
flow range) was introduced into the reservoir. 
When the flow became steady, the eight pickup 
truckloads of dry weeping lovegrass hay were 
fed into the reservoir over a period of 160 min
utes. 

The inflow rate was increased to 33.G cubic 
feet pel' second, a rate sufficient to cause pipe 
flow, and the ])001 level began to rise. This inflow 

rate was maintained for 22 hours, but equi.lib
rium "was not established. The water level in the 
reservoir was rising at a rate of about 0.06 foot 
per honr at the end of this prolonged flow. 

After the 22-hour pipe-flo\\' run, the inflow 
rate was reduced to 26.1 cubic feet per second, 
approximately the same rate used at the start of 
the test. The water level in the reservoir then be
gan to fall and reached a steady level in 18 hours. 
Inflow was cut off, and the water drained down 
to the spillway crest level. 

During the run, measurements were made of 
the inflow rate and the elevation of the water 
surface in the reservoir. ExceDt for the two weir 
flows that were at a steady pool level, the meas
urements were made with a ~lowly changing 
reservoir water level for the test on the four-way 
square drop inlet. For trash rack 2a the measl1re
ments in the weir-flow range were for steady 
flo\-\,. 

Flexible-Trash Tests on Small Models 

The standard flexible-trash load for the small 
models was introduced into the flo\\r over a 125
minute pel'iod which began after pipe flow was 
established. By this procedure, data for calcula
tion of the weir anel crest-loss coefficients for 
clear water flow were obtained during the initial 
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part of the trash test, without having to run a 
separate clear water test. 

During the initial part of the test, the clear 
water flow into the model basin WaS increased by 
steps. ",Vater level and inflow rate were meas
ured when the water level became constant after 
each flow increase. After the flow rate reached 
the pipe-flow range, one final set of clear water 
flow measurements was made. Then the inflow 
v,ras increased slightly, and as the \yater level in 
the basin rose, trash feeding was begun. After 
feeding was complete, the water usually reached 
a level four to five pipe diameters above the weir 
crest. This level was held constant for about 1 
hour by holding inflow rate constant and adjust
ing the elevation of the outlet pipe. This was 
enough time for all the trash either to lodge on 
the rack or to sink to the tank floor. Then. with 
the inflo,,' rate unchanged, the head p(lol was 
lowered by lowering the outlet pipe to increase 
the effective head. "Yhen the head-pool had 
stabilized, the entrance-head readings and the 
time of measurement were recorded. After about 
seven such measurements at successively lower 
pool levels in the pipe-flow range, the inflow was 
reduced in steps through the weir-flow range, 
and flow was allowed to become steady in each 
step before head measurements were made. 
After the test, the trash caught on the rack was 
removed, dried, and weighed. 

Rigid-Trash Tests on Small Models and 
Full-Size Structures 

For the rigid-trash tests, in both models and 
prototypes, the flow was increased i.n eight steps 
-three in the weir-flow range, two in a transi
tion range in which the flow could be under plate 
control, and three in the pipe-flow range. After 
each flow increase, one rigid-trash subload was 
fed. Head and discharge measurements were 
made when the head-pool level became steady (in 
the full-size structure, steady pipe flow required 
a long waiting time, so readings were usually 
taken during unsteady flow and adjusted for 
storage change) . This procedure of feeding trash 
on the rising stage was intended to stimulate the 
way trash would reach a structure in a reservoir. 
After aU the trash had beep fed, the flow was 
reduced in seven steps and the measurements 
were repeated. 

This test procedure was used to enable meas
urement of the effect of trash buildup during 
the rising stage and its cumulative effect in the 
falling stage. The number of logs and sticks that 
passed through the structure, were floating in 
the reservoir, 01' were deposited on the banks was 
recorded. Trash lodged in the rack \"as photo
graphed and counted. To record how the trash 
approached the structm:es, i6-millimeter time
lapse movies were taken during the full-size 
structure tests. 

TEST RESULTS 

Under the heading for each type of structure 

is a description of any test procedure that dif
fered from the standards previously described, 
the test results, and a discussion of rack perform
ance. 

The percentages of total trash loads caught on 
the rack and passing through the spillway for 
any given raCK are less than 100 percent because 
the trash floating on the surface, resting on the 
bottom of the model basin. or left lying on the 
reservoir shore after each test was not reported. 

"Water for the model experiments wns rlrawn 
directly from Lake Carl Blackwell and contained 
varying amounts of suspended sediment. After 
all the trash had been fed and had either renched 
the structure and passed through it, lodged on its 
rack, or settled to the basin floor, sediment parti

598-704 0 - 75 - 2 

cles from the water continued to accumulate on 
the flexible-trash fibers lodged on the rack. This 
resulted in an increase in crest-loss coefficient 
Ie with time. An exaJ11vle of the increase of [{r is 
shown in figure 8. There was no cumulative ef
fect from test to test because the trash fibers 
were washed and dried after each test. During 
test 59 on the four-way drop inlet, the water was 
especially muddy, and the trash fibers were 
much darkened by accumulated sediment. 

Since J{,. increases ,,'ith time because sediment 
accumulate;;; in the trash, values of [{r measured 
loner after the end of trash feeding in the models 
are~lOt a realistic measure of the effect of trash 
alone. Therefore, a method for establishing a co
efficient unaffected by sediment was developed. 
Since the increase in [{,' with time caused by the 
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full-dimension, rough-sawed lun"J)er. The deck 
planks were 2 by 6 inches and wel'e spaced one

6 
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A TWO-WAY DROP INLET
I 

I
I 

, 

I 
r
/--- t 

Zp=D/2, Lo=1 
Mesh side, bar spacing 0/3I i I I 

100 200 300 
Time from start of trash feeding-minutes 

FIGURE S.-Increase of entrance-loss coefficient with 
time for a two-way drop inlet during a trash test on 
a mode1. 

sediment accumulation was apparently linear 
(fig. 8), the line sho"ving the trend of [{(' values 
was projected back to 135 minutes from the start 
of feeding. By this time (10 minutes after the 
end of trash feeding): all trash had either 
reached the structure 01' had sunk to the floor. 
The projected value of [{r at 135 minutes more 
truly represents the head loss due to trash alone, 
excluding most of the unwanted effects of sus
pended sediment. It was, therefore, adopted as 
the standard value of [{,. for evaluating the effect 
of trash on rack performance. Since weir coeffi
cients for many of the model tests were obtained 
from flows near the end of the test, they also in
clude the effect of suspended sediment. On the 
model racks, there is no way to evaluate the ef
fect on the weir coefficient of sediment accumu
lation on flexible trash. However, the possible 
IJresence of this effect should be kept in mind 
when applying these data to field structures. 

The Four-Way Square Drop Inlet 

The full-size structure had a concrete drop in
let, with a 24-inch-diameter concrete culvert pipe 
for the barrel. Rack members were fabricated 
from 2- by 2- by 1/4-inch structural steel angles, 
and the decking and skirts were made of 2-inch, 

half inch apart. The test structure closely simu
lated field structures being built at that time 
(1956) . Figure 9 is a drawing of the test struc
ture. The model drop inlet was one-eighth the 
size of the full-size structure and was built of 
transparent Plexiglas. Flexible trash only was 
used in tests on both the prototype and model of 
this structure. 

The full-size stmcture tests 

Prototype tests were conducted first. The 
structure was brought into steady weir flow, and 
eight pickup truck loads of dry weeping love
grass hay were fed into the upper end of the 
reservoir. Three hours afteJ.' the start of feeding, 
most of the hay was floating neal' and around the 
structure. Thel'e was very little wind during this 
test. The inflow was then increased to bring the 
structure into pipe flow. This flow rate was 
maintained for 22 hours, during which time 
much of the hay became waterlogged and sank. 

Bevel D/32 

o 
I 

ZP=O/2lt=:~~~~1~~~~ 

Radius 0/4 

Prototype 
0=24" 

FIGURE D.-The foul',way square drop inlet and trash 
ra('k. 
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The inflow was then stopped. When the head 
pool was drained, large accumulations of hay on 
the rack became visible. A net placed around the 
structure befor.e the test was used to catch the 
hay that fell of the rack bars (fig. 10). This, 
combined witll the material remaining on the 
rack, weighed about 47 pounds when dried. 

About 2-1/2 weeks later the test was repeated. 
It was thought probable that the trash deposited 
around the st::ucture during the previous test, 
and now dry, would float up with a rising head 
pool, lodge on the trash rack bars, and produce a 
test more severe than the first. Instead, the dry 
hay rose up past the trash-rack bars. The wind 
was blowing at the time, so hay remained only 
on the leeward side of the inlet. On the windward 
side it was blown away. As a result, only about 15 
pounds of hay (estimated, not measured) lodged 
on the rack (fig. 11). The second test, therefore, 
was a less severe test of the trash rack than had 
been anticipated. 

The head-discharge reh.tions for the two pro
totype tests are plotted in figure 12. For com
parison, the clear water test data are also plotted 
in figure 12. It is evident that during the first 
test the weir-£1ow heads were increased consid
erably by the trash which accumulated on the 
rack. Weir-flow coefficients as low as 1.35 were 
obtained in this test (fig. 13). These values are 

PN-3611 
FIGURE lO.-Trash accumulation on the trash rack of the 

four-way drop inlet prototype after the fint test. 

PN-3612 
FIGURE ll.-Trash accumulation on the trash rack of the 

four-way drop inlet prototYI\e after the second test. 

compared in table 2 with the clear ,vater weir 
coefficient values for the largest weir-flow head 
before pipe flow started. At this head the trash
covered rack had a weir coefficient of 1.70 as 
compared with 3.53 for the clean rack. The test 1 
reduction of the weir coefficient to 48 percent of 
its clear water value represents a reduction of 
52 percent in discharge capacity, a sizable reduc
tion to be caused by only 47 pounds of hay. For 
the second test, with 15 pounds of hay on the 
rack, the weir coefficient value was 2.50. This 
represents a reduction of 29 percent in the dis
charge capacity of the clean rack. 

The crest-loss coefficients, Kc, are also listed 
in table 2. For both tests the coefficient increased 
from 0.49 for the clean rack to 1.17 for the trash
covered rack. This increase is not readily trans
lated into discharge capacity reduction because 
Kc represents only a part of the head loss under 
pipe-flow conditions. 

The model tests 
In the model tests with flexible trash, various 

types and amounts of trash and several feeding 
rates were tried (table 3) to develop model trash 
flows similar to those of the prototype. For tests 
53 and 54 the flexible trash was simulated with 
Iiemp fibers, obtained by cutting an old 3/8-inch
diameter hemp rope into 1-3/4-inch-long piecE'S 
with a handsaw. The short pieces were hanc1
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I 2.5~--~-----f'----'----~----'----'---o-' 

-*- 1-- 20---, Legend 


0/2 -If 2.0 a Clear water 


1 lf~r-l: If til Trash-rising 

~ U ~ Trash-falling a 
I I ~ 1.5~----~~~~~~--~----~-----4------.+-----~ 
: J: , 

-~f--o 
0/2-j I- ~ o 

FOUR WAY J: 1.0 
SQUARE INLET 

Hay trash 

47 pounds 

lodged on 

rack 
 234 5 6 7 

Discharge, 0/05/2 

2.5r---~r----'-----,-----.-----.-----.----, 

o 

2.0~--~-----+-----+-----+----~-----r--~Same structure 

as shown above 


a 
~ 1.5~----~----~----~----~----r-----r---~ 
J: 

~ 
~ ® 
~ ~o 
J: I.O~----~----+-----4-----~----~----~----~ 

@ 

@ 

0.51-----+-----~----+------;§';;-)-'l..----r0~~,--;O;:::--,-u>O~-----;
Hay trash elf 8@ a "" 0 0 


15 pounds 

lodged on 

rack 
 3 4 5 6 7 

Discharge I Q/O:!/! 

FIGURE 12.-Head-discharge relations for the four-way square drop inlet prototype. 

separated into the individual strands-approxi After the test was over the trash was found on 
mately 480 per piece. When straightened, the top of the rack deck and on the basin floor. How
strands averaged 2-1/8 inches long. During ~est ever, the load looked light compared with the hay
53 approximately 250 grams of the hemp fi(lers load used in the tests on the full-size structure, 
were fed into the flow over a 4-hour period. This so to 500 grams was used for test 54. After this 
trash load contained an estimated 115,000 indi test the trash pattern still did not look compar
vidual strands of hemp fiber. The fibers floated able with the full-scale pattern, so grass clip
and moved towa.rd the drop inlet with the flow. pings obtained from mowing a lawn were tried 
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.. 


, 

.. 

for test 55. The clippings would not sink and grass clippings, but they would not readily sink 
move toward the rack, so this material was dis in the flow, and they were a little stiff Cl'lcl 
carded as unsatisfactory for flexible-trash simu springy. After the oily coating was removed from 
lation. the fibers with a dilute acid solution, their ton· 

The hemp fibers simulated hay better than the dency to sink was sufficiently enhanced to make 

4 
~f--20-
0/2 II u 

CI)

'u1 "~'l~· :;: 

c3 

.... 
~0=21 i 0 

CI) 

,1 u2 .... 
CI)0/2--1 

~3= 

FOUR WAY 10 I 2 3SQUARE INLET Head /Crest Thickness, H/tc 

Hay trash fed 
Crest Loss Coefficient, Kc8 pickup 

truck loads Clear Water-OA91 With Trash-1.I7 
3% caught 

4 

o ooePU 
00 0 (~ 0 @ Ic3 

CI) -vSame structure 
u ~~ Cjl ~ ~ ~s shown above :;: ~ ~ .... ~~ ~ 

~ ICI) ~. 

0 

1: 
Legendu2 

.... Clear water 
CI) Trash - rising

3= 
Trash- falling 

10 I 2 3 
Head/Crest Thickness, H/tc 

Hay trash fed 
Crest Loss Coefficient, KcResidue from 

previous test Clear Water-0.49I With Trash 1.17 
1% caught 

FIGURE 13.-Results of the flexible-trash test on the four-way square drop inlet prototype• 

TABLE 2.-Test 'results jO'l' joul-way squco'C drop inletm'ototY]Je 

Crest-loss
Weir coefficient, C 

Test coefficient, [(r' Trash caughtTrash load Clear WithNo. -Clear With (percent)
water trash water trash ------------------_ ..-- ..."".,.-.... -.._._--,'----------------- ' 

1 Hay (8 pickup loads) .................... 3.53 1.70 0.49 1.17 3 
2 Hay (residue from 1st test) ......... '" 3.53 2.50 .49 1.17 1 

---------------.,,-~ ...--, ~,-

http:Trash-1.I7
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TABLE 3.-F'lexible-tmsh model tests on fow'-IL'a]} S(jIWI'C dl'o)J inlet 

Test 
No. 

53 

54 
z55 
56 

5.7 
58 

359 
60 
61 
62 

Unheated hemp .... .. 
.. ., . ~ ..... do. o ... ~ ........ 


Grass clippings ........ 
Treated hemp .... ......~ 

............ do. 
o ~ •••••••• 

.. .. .......... do. .. .........
~ ~ 

••••••• -0. •• do. .. ... ~ ...~ ' 

. .. .. .. ...... do. ....... , ...~ 

~ ~......... "' .. do. ..... .... 

.......... do. ........ 


Trash l~eeding 

Amoufined time
Type used (grams) (minutes) 

250 240 

500 255 

420 180 

995 330 
930 195 
840 185 

1,020 170 
1,000 170 
1,030 180 

----.-

Rema I'ks 

Trash fed upstream of 
stmctuL'e. 

........... do . ., .
.. ............ , '" ~ 

Trash fed around 
structu1·e. 

. ......... do. . ......... 

......... do. ., ..0 ••• 

. .... .... do.~ " 

' .... ,- .. do. 

Duplication of test GO 

.......... do. 
0" ••• , ••• 

__ "'T" .-._ .......... _.. __. 

-~~. -.-

C 

;3.40 

3.27 

:3.2C 

3.30 
3.20 
1.35 
3.20 
3.25 
3.25 

Coefficients Trash 
with trash I caught 

K, (peL'cent) 

0.45 47 

.GO 38 

.82 

1.0·1 
.50 

2.45 
.47 
AG 
.4G 

l For clear water, weir coefficient C= 3,51 and crest-loss coefficient K,.:-~ 0.38. 
;, No data were taken because the grass clippings would not sink. 
• High sediment load in water. 

them a suitable "model hay." This material is 
referred to in the text as treated hemp to dis
tinguish it from the untreated hemp. 

Tests 56 through 62 were run to develoD a 
technique for the use of treated hemp fibers in 
the tests. The load and the feeding time used in 
test 58 produced a realistic trash accumulation 
on and around the rack and looked promising as 
a standard. Test 59 was intended to be a duplica
tion of test 58 to clleck reproducibility of results. 
However, the water supply was a little muddy on 
the day of the test and sediment was filtered out 
by the mat of fibers around the rack. The ac
cumulated sediment greatly increased the head 
loss through the mat of flexible trash on the rack, 
so test 59 was discarded as nonstandard. This 
test is still of considerable interest because it 
may represent an extreme, so the results are con
sidered in the discussion. 

Tests 60, 61, and 62 were alike in trash load 
and feeding time, with approximately 1,000 
grams of trash fed at the rate of 30 grams every 
5 minutes. Duplicate tests were run to check the 
reproducibility of results. 

The trash It..:,.d and feeding rate for the last 
three tests produced trash movement and accum
Ulation patterns similar to those in the prototype 
tests, and are suitable for realistic model tests. 
In subsequent model tests the amount of trash 
was the same. The feed rate was increased to 40 

grams every 5 minutes to reduce test time. Fig
ures 1il and 15 show the model after tests 58 and 
59. 

The results of the flexible-trash tests on the 
model are given as weir coefficients in figures 
16, 17, and 18 and are listed in table 3. 

Figure 16 compares weir coefficients for three 
of the trash tests with weir coefficients for clear 

PN-361~ 

FlGURJi; 14.-Model of trash rack on fou1'-way drop inlet 
aft(~r flexible-trash test 58. Note the trash has 
d l'opped off baTS. 
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FIG!:RE 15.-Sedil11ent on trash after >nst 59 on the four
way drop inlet. 

water tests. A ~50-gram load of untreated hemp 
trash reduced the weir coefficient slightly, and 
doubling the trash load reduced it further. Table 
3 shows reductions of 3 percent and 7 percent 
for tests 53 and 5.1, respectiYely. Approximately 
similar loads of untreated and treated hemp 
trash caused weir-coefficient reductions of 7 
percent and 9 percent for tests 5·1 and 56, re
specti,-ely. 

The effect of trash feed rate on the weir co
efficient can be enlluated by comparing- the re
sults .Lor te:)t~ :)7 and 58 (fig. 17 and tahle 3). 
The lo\yel' feed rate in test 01 call sed a 6-pP l'cent 
reduction and the higher feed rate, a 9-perccnt 
reduction in weir coefficient. Fig-nre 17 also 
shows the ()~-Del'cent reduction in the weir co
efficient caused by sediment hl the flo\\' in test 
59 with a trash load comparahle to test 58 (9-]1CI'

cent reduction) . 
Figure 18 pro"i(les a ready c0111])[{rison of the 

,,-eir coeffieient~ for the three tests having- simi
lar trash l()ad~ and feeding time::., anel SllOW~ that 
the tei't technique yielcl::; eonsistent :mel repro
ducible results. 

The weir capacit~· of this structure w;u.; noL 
materially reduced during trash-laden flowf; ex
cept for test 59, during which the water eOl1
tained a high suspended-sediment load. The weir 

capacity for the other trash tests was at least 
90 percent of the clear water capacity. 

Table 3 shows that flexible trash caused no 
substantial increase in J{c in tests 53, 58, 60, 61, 
and 62. In these tests the head-pool surface was 
well above the top of the slotted deck, and flow 
entered the inlet through the slotted deck as well 
as through the rack bars. But during test 56 and 
most of tests 5~1 and 57, the head-pool level was 
near or below the top of the deck, and since all 
water had to flo,,- through the trash in the rack, 
the IC ,-alues increased substantially over the 
values for the clean water tests. For test 59 the 
head-pool level was above the deck, yet there was 
a larg-e increase in Ie due to sediment accumllla
tion in the t1':1sh. 

The Hillside Inlet 

The hillside inlet was used on many of the 
principal spillways in older upstream flood
water-retarding structures. Typical of these in
lets is the one on the principal spillway at site 
16 in the Sandstone Creek watershed of the 
\Yashita River Valley of Oklahoma. A sketch of 
the inlet is shown in figure 19. CS. Geological 
Survey data on the outflow from the principal 
spillway and the corresponding pool elevations, 
made to determine the head-discharge relation 
for the spillway, were made available to the au
thors for use in this stud~', ::'\leasurements of two 
trash-laden flows as well as clear water flows 
were included so that performance of the trash 
rack in trash flow could be determined. The data 
also provided an opportunity to check the find
ings of model tests, by e,-aluating laboratory 
techniques against field experience. Accordingly, 
model test., of the site 16 structure were made in 
the laboratorr, using an existing model which 
'wa!'> similar to the field structure. 

The ratio of the conduit diameter of this model 
to the prototype conduit diameter was 1 to 11.3. 
The lJrol)Ortions of the available model were 110t 
exactl~' like the prototype; thus, the scale ratios 
for the various components were different. A 
significant difference ,nUi that the prototype 
had It flat erest with the outside and inside edge,~ 
heveled, whereas the model crest was flat for the 
outi'ide hal f and rounded to a radius of one-half 
crest thickness for the inside half. To compare 
model and prototype performance, model weir 
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FIGURE 18.-Weir coefficients for four-way square drop inlet model:' Three repetitions of a standard flexible-trash load to test consistency of results. 
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FIGURE 19.-The hillside drop inlet and trash rack. 

length was defined as the distance around the 
crest at the point where rounding begins, and 
prototype weir length was defined as the dis
tance around·the inside of the three sides of the 
drop inlet. The ratio of these lengths was 1 to 
12.9, and this was chosen as the scale ratio for 
the construction of the model rack and for the 
analysis and comparison of the weir-flow data. 

Another difference between the model and 
prototype was the relatively thicker crest of the 

model, resulting in a scale of 1 to 14.9 for the 
drop inlet interior dimensions. 

Two flexible-trash tests were conducted on the 
hillside inlet model. One was the standard test 
with pipe flow starting at Q/D;;/2, equal to about 
20.6. The second was a prototype simulation test 
which required raising the outlet of the conduit 
discharge hose so that pipe flow would begin at 
Q/D;;'~=11.5. This criterion for simulation was 
developed from one field measurement with Q= 
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165 for H-8.09, and the scale ratio of 12.9. The 
significant difference between these two tests is 
the higher drop-inlet enh'ance velocity for the 
standard test than for the prototype simulation 
test at the start of pipe flow when trash feeding 
began. The standard trash load and feeding rate 
were applied in each test. 

Figure 20 shows the trash on the model after 
the standard flexible-trash test. The head-dis
charge relationship and the weir coefficients for 
this test are plotted in figure 21. In calculating 
the dimen.:ionless quantities for this plot, the 
actual diameter of the model conduit was used. 
Clear water test data are plotted on the same 
figure for comparison. It is evident that the trash 
accumulation on the rack greatly increased the 
head requirement for a given flow .. \Veil' coeffi
cientf-i from the trash tests and the clear water 

PN-3615 
FIGURE 20.-Flexible trash collected on model of hillside 

inlet, site 16, Sandstone Creek watershed, Okla
homa, after standard flexible-trash tE'st. 
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tests all shown in figure 21. Crest-loss coeffi rack, but even this small amount increased the 
cients are given in table 4. For the standard test crest-loss coefficient from 0.21 to 2.32. 
they were 0.23 for clear water and 4.49 for the Two field measurements of discharge in the 
trash flow. Flexible trash substantially reduced weir-flow range during trash flo,,, also show the 
both the weir and the pipe-flow capacity of this significant capacity reductions that trash can 
structure. cause in this type of structure and trash rack. 

Clear water and trash-laden flow hepd-dis For one of these flows, the weir coefficient 
charge relationships for both the model and pro dropped to 0.07. See figure 22 for the plot of 
totype for the prototype simulation tests are these two head-discharge measurements. 
shown on figure 22. Prototype values for hearl The Two-Way Drop Inlet and discharge are used in this figure. l\;odel data 
were converted to prototype values by using the The two-way drop inlet, illustrated in figure 
scale ratio of 1: 12.9. The agreement between 23, was designed by the Soil Conservation Serv
model and prototype rating data is good in the ice about 1957, soon after the trash-rack experi
weir-flow range. Evidently, the choice of the ments were started at the laboratory. The inlet 
weir lengths to establish the model-to-prototype showed promise of being effective and practical 
scale ratio was the correct one. The success in so far as trash control was concerned, and its 
getting the model to perform like the prototype widespread use was anticipated. Therefore, it 
in the pipe-flow range is evidenced by the good was subjected to intensive testing. 
agreement between the model test and the two Two types were investigated, with solid and 
field observations. The scale ratio of the conduit open-mesh side skirts. For each of these the ef
diameter is not critical to pipe-flow simulation, fects of height and overhang of the plate and of 
because this simUlation could have been handled the rack-bar spacing were determined. Figure 23 
by manipulations other than raising the eleva shows the variables investigated and gives their 
tion of the outlet. A constriction at the discharge dimensions. 
end of the conduit would have served as well. Two inlet lengths were tested, 2D and 3D. 

Testing started with the 2D-Iong inlet, and it'Weir coefficients for the prototype and the 
therefore was subjected to some exploratory remodel are compared in figure 22. The difference 
search and manipulations of variables whichin model and prototype values of C for clear wa were not carried over to the testing of the 3D

ter probably resulted from the difference in ;long inlet. For example, earlier tests had shown 
crest shapes. Crest-loss coefficients are given in that rack-bar spacing was not important, so it 
table 4. was held constant at DI3 for the later tests. 

About 12 percent of the trash fed during the Clear water and flexible-trash tests were per
standard flexible-trash test caught on the rack formed on all racks, using the standard trash 
and plugged the structure, enough to increase loads and feeding rates. 
the crest-loss coefficient from 0.23 to 4.49. In the The clear water tests 
prototype simulation test, the lower velocities The clear water tests were made as a basis 
attracted less than 1 percent of the trash to the for evaluation of rack performance under trash-

TABLE 4.-Test 1'esults to?' !ow'-7IJay squa?'e d1'op 1'nlet with hillside inlet 

Test 
scale 

Trash load 
Weir coefficient, C 

Clear With 
water trash 

Crest-loss 
coefficien • [(c 

Clear -With 
water trash 

Trash 
caught 

(percent) 

Model '....... . ..... Flexible, standard ... ·.... 3.7 0.5 0.23 4.49 12 
Do. . .. . . - Prototype simulation. . . . . 3.7 .65 .21 2.32 1 

Prototype . -.. " ...... , .Actual field trashl ... . . . . . 2.75 .07 

1 Field trash was probably a mixture of flexible and rigid. 
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FIGURE 22.-Comparison of head-discharge relatiol,ships an~ ':;t.;1' c:oefficients for model and prototype of hillside inlet 
for clear water and trash· 'aden flow$. 

laden flows. The clear water tests also provide a plate level is below the intersection of a weir
measure of the effect of the rack alone on the flow curve and the pipe-flow curve for this inlet. 
performance of an inlet. Consequently, in the intermediate flow range, 

Head-discharge data are shown in figure 24 the head-discharge relation is controlled hy the 
for clear water flow into a two-way drop inlet plate level. 

2D long with a plate D/2 above the crest and The head-discharge relation for the plate-con

having a D overhang. At a height of D/2 the trol region of this strncturehas been calculated 
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Solid plate and skirt Mesh top and mesh side 
illustrated this side illustrated this side 

0{6 PI~~eA _._.L~es.;top .. 
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-
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-
A----.J A-AVARIABLES TESTED 

L= 20 (Inlet length) 

Skirt type 

Zp = 0, 0/2 

Lo= 0,30/2 

Vent Guard - I and 2 layers of hardware cloth 

Bar Spacing =0/3 • 40/9 

Plate - solid 

Mesh Side type 

Open area in mesh - 56% , 76% 

Other variables same as for skirt type 

L=30 

Skirt type 

Same as for 20 long inlet except: 

Bar Spacing = 0/3 or no bars 

Plate - solid or open mesh 

Mesh Side type 


Same as for skirt type 


FrGURE 23.-,The two-way drop inlet ancl variations tested. 
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FWURE 24.-Head-discharge relationships for two-way d~'op inlet comparing performance of drop inlet with and with
out rack bars. 

from Donnelly, Hebaus, and Blaisdell's equation 
(equation 3) and plotted as a dash line on figure 
24. The data points fall above this line indicating 
that, for a given discharge, a higher head oc
curred than was predicted by the equation. Rath
er than attempt to develop a new equation from 
less extensive data, to fit the observations better 
than Donnelly, Hebaus, and Blaisdell's equation, 
it was retained anel coefficjents applied to it. The 
validity of this approa<!h was borne out by its 
use in defining the effect of trash on the head
discharge relation in the plate-control range. 

Belo,,, the plate-control range the flow is con
trolled by the weil:, and the head-discharge rela
tion is Q=C2LH3/2. Above the plate-control 
range the flow is controlled by the pipe system. 
and the head-discharge relation is 

(5) 

where A1.=barrel area, 

Z =diffel'ence in elevation between 
weir crest and the centerline of 
the outlet of pipe, 

~l(,=summation of loss coefficients in
cluding: 

Kr ( ~:J=crest-loss coefficient. 

K t =transition-10ss coeffi
cient. 

f ~ =Friction-loss coeffi
cient. 

l=velocity-head coeffi
cient. 

C=a coefficient, 
L=inlet length, 

and Qand H =as previously defined. 

Figure 24 also shows the head-dLscharge data 
for the same inlet after a trash rack was in

{/=accelel'ation of gravity. stalled. This rack has solid skirts, three rack bars 
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on each side, and two layers of hardware cloth 
for vent guards. The head-discharge data for the 
inlet with and without a trash rack sho\\T that 
the rack has little effect. 

A more sensitive measure of the effect of a 
trash rack is the change in the discharge coeffi
cient or head-loss coefficient caused by the in
stallation of the rack. The weir-flow coefficients, 
G, are compared in figure 25 for plate heights 
DI2 and D. The G values are affected greatly by 
nappe clinging. During weir flow with clear wa
ter the nappes may cling to the sides of the drop 
inlet, or one nappe may cling to the side and the 
other spring free. The presence of a trash rack 
generally caused the nappes to spring free. Cling
ing obscures the comparison of G values for in
lets with and without trash racks. \Yithout a 
rack, and for the lower heads, the nappes cling 
and G values are high. For the higher heads the 
nappes spring free and the C :Values drop. With 
a rack in place the nappe springs free for all 
heads (within the testing range), and C values 
are lowered. Possibly turbulence in the fiow in
duced by the trash-rack members inhibits nappe 
clinging. 

The average values of plate-control coeffi
cients, G,,, obtained from the tests on the drop 
inlet with }1late height D 12 and plate overhang 
D were, without rack, 0.80 (range 0.78 to 0.82) 
and, with rack, 0.86 (range 0.80 to 0.92). The 
installation of the rack increased the discharge 
in the plate-control range by about 8 percent. No 
reason is known for th is increase. 

If the Donnelly, Hebaus, and Blaisdell formula 
had fit the data exactly, the value of GI' for the 
inlet without a rack would have been unity. Why 
it is less is not known. The models were calipered 
and the actual dimensions used in the solution of 
the equation. All observations, measurements, 
and calculations were routinely checked. Recon
ciling the difference would have required elata, 
beyond that needed to meet the objectives of this 
experiment. The equation is, nevertheless. satis
factory as a base for comparison. 

The effect of the trash rack on the head-dis
charge relation for this drop inlet in the pipe
control range was measured by the change in the 
crest-loss coefficient. Average values of Ie, the 
coefficient, obtained from the experiment are, 
without rack, 1..13, and with rack, ] .27. This 

598-704 0 - 75 - -I 

small change in f{(. (0.14) would have but little 
effect on discharge. For a typical closed-conduit 
spillway with loss coefficients totaling 3.5, this 
small change would reduce discharge by about 2 
percent. 

The effect of a trash rack on the head-dis
charge relation for a drop inlet has been exam
ined and founel to be relatively small. For drop 
inlets of other proportions and different trash
rack arrangements, effects of similar magnitude 
can be expected. Probably the gl'eatest difference 
wm be found in I{,., which varies considerably 
with plate height. The previous example was for 
a plate height of DI2. For a height of D the aver
age ICc values were, without rack, 0.34, and with 
rack, O.nO. 

The increase in [{r (0.16) is small and is of the 
same order of magnitude found for the inlet with 
plate height D 12. 

TABLE 5.-Ap]Jroximate change in discha)'ge ca
]Jacity of (l closed-conduit spillw(lY follolPing 
installation of a tmsh 1'(/ck 

Percentage change in discharge at
Flow range 

Plate heighTD- Plate height D!2 

'Veil' ................... -7 -7 
Plate control.. .. .. .. . .. (1) +8 
Pipe control2 ........... - 3 -2 

I Not applicable. 
~ For this estimate the sum of the loss coefficients ex

clusive of J(r was 2.37. 

In table 5, the effects of a trash rack on the 
head-discharge relation for a drop inlet with the 
following characteristics are summarized: 2D 
long, with a solid plate extending a distance D 
beyond the outside face of the drop inlet wall; 
the trash :rack has a solid skirt, a two-layer hard
ware cloth vent guard (56 percent net opening), 
and three rack bars. 

The example chosen to illustrate the effect of 
a trash rack on the head-discharge relation for a 
drop inlet showed the crest-loss coefficient for 
plate height D/2 to be greater than for plate 
height D. This agrees 'with the findings of 
Hebam;' who has shown that crest losses should 

I Hebaus, George G., ifl6fl. Crest losses for two-way 
drop inlet. Prot'. Am. Sot'. Civ. Eng., J. Hydraul. Div. f)1j 

(HY3) : 91fl-fl40. 
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FIGURE 25.-Comparison of weir coefficients for drop inlets with and without trash racks for clear water flows. 
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theoretically increase as the antivortex plate is net trash-rack area as a design parameter to prp.
brought closer to the crest. diet Kc for trash-laden flows was, therefore, 

Crest-loss coefficients, K c, were generally low abandoned. 
er for trash racks with more open area. There
fore, an attempt was made to relate Kr to the net The trash tests 
area of the trash rack. An early analysis seemed The performance data t-:-om the clear water 
to indicate a systematic relationship, but al and flexible trash tests on the trash racks for the 
though 32 combinations of variables were tested, 2D- and 3D-long two-way drop inlets are given 
no variable was tested over a wide enough range graphically in figures 26 to 34 and listed in ta
to reveal definite trends in the data. The use of bles 6 and 7. These data include some measure-

TABLE 6.-Test ?'esults fa?' the 2D-long two-way model d?'op inlet 

Percentage Weir Plate-control Crest-loss 
Bar open coefficient, coefficient, coefficient, 

spacing, area above C Gp Kr 
BSm skirt or in Clear With Clear With Clear With 

mesh side watert trash~ water trash water trash 
-~--.,,,----.~---", ~.-- ---~--~..--. 

Skirt, Z,,ID=1/2, Lo/D=l 

4/9 56 0.86 1.3 
4/9 76 2.0 .84 0.40 1.2 4.6 
1/3 76 1.5 .40 6.0 

-.-----.-.-.---~.,..-,-" 

Skirt,Z/D=1/2, L o1D=3/2 

419 56 3.3 0.68 1.1 
4/9 76 3.3 2.0 .62 0.42 1.1 3.6 
1/3 76 1.7 .14 3.4 

Mesh side, Z,/D=1/2, LoID=l 

419 76 1.4 0.27 5.3 
1/3 76 1.4 .22 3.6 

Mesh side, Z,,ID=1/2, LoID=3/2 

'~/9 76 3.6 0.8 0.79 0.10 1.1 5.1 
113 76 1.2 .11 2.9 

Skirt, Z,/D=l,LoID=l 

4/9 56 3.8 0.43 
4/9 76 4.0 1.0 0.26 .43 3.5 
1/3 76 4.0 1.0 .26 3.0 

-..... ~.~----

Skirt, Z,/D=l, L D/D=3/2
-----.-- -. --_._----_. ~-~------~~-

4/9 56 3.9 0.34 
liD 76 4.1 1.8 0.23 .33 2.4 
li3 76 1.4 1.6 .33 1.7 

-- .~,-~--.~-- -
Mesh side, Z,/D=l, L DID=l 

. -----.-----~ -~---+- -.

4/9 56 4.0 0.39 
4/9 76 3.9 1.0 0.27 .34 3.1 
1/3 76 1.4 .37 .35 1.7 

--. -~---.......--~. 


Mesh side, Z,/D=l, Lo/D=3/2 

4/9 76 4.2 1.3 0.16 0.29 2.2 
1/3 76 1.4 .15 .28 1.3 

t Clear water coefficient at same head at which lowest trash-flow coefficient observed. 

~ Lowest weir coefficient observed. 
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ments of trash passing the structure and of the 
Yariolls hydraulic coefficients. Plots are needecl 
to show the weir coefficients because the~' "aJ'~' 
with head and with the free or clinging state of 
the nappes. The plate-control coefficient. (' • anrl 
the crest-loss coefficient, [.c" are reasol1ablr COIl

stant for a particular structure and are satisfa(' 
toril~- characterized h~- a single yalue. A sketch 

of the rack and all performance data for clear 
and flexible trash-laden flow tests on an indiYirl
ual structure are gi,'en in one figure. 

\\'eir-flow coefficients are plotted agninst the 
ratio of head-to-crest thickness in figures :2!i to 
;1·1. The plots sho\\' a gradual increase in the \\'eiI' 
coefficient with increasing head-to-crest tl1ic1(
ness ratio. and then terminate at some uppel' 

TABLE 7.-Test rC'slllt fo), th (' .lD-lony f/l'{)-lI'{/!J lI10drl cZ)'O}) inlet 

Xo. of
Plate bars l 

------~.-. 

:\lesh 3 

Solid . -- 3 


Do. 3 

Do, a
____ ~_7 

"'--~-....,....-,-~ -.
1.Iesh 5
· -
Solid .. . - 5 

Do. - .- 5 

1.1esh ' - .. 3 

Solid ." 3 


Do. 3 


---.-.. 
Mesh ." ,. 5 

Solid ..... . - 5 


Do. .... 5 


--, ......~-~ 
Mesh · .-

~ 

.- 3 
Solid •• ' •. o. 3 


_Mesh · ... 5 

Solid ..... 5 


Mesh •• , -0- 3 

Solid .... , . 3
~ 

-- .......- --~ --.~~ 

:\lesh 5 

Solid.,..... 5 


NA Not applicable. 

Percentage 

open 


area above 

skirt or in 

mesh side 


- .........-._._--' - 
76 

76 


100 

76 


-- --....-.....--- .  ~~ 

76 

76 


100 


-.~,,--~-,--

76 

76 


100 


76 

76 


IOn 


-
76 

76 


76 

76 


•• _4 ....... ,_-<"... __ 


76 

76 


76 

76 


Weir Plate-control 
coefficient. coefficient. 

(' 

~·Cleal-'- ,vith Clel11' 
Water' trash - water 

Skirt, Z;. D 1/2, IJ, 'D'-1 

3.1i 1.5 XA 
a.1i 1.2 1.8 
4.1 	 1.:~ 
4.1 	 :l...t 

Skirt,Z;,D l(~,L,_ D "2,'2 

.\ 

.).1 1.8 XA 
1.2 1.2 

1.4 

Skirt, Zr/D=l,LJD=l 
.' ~-- - '.- 

3.8 1.3 XA 
3.8 l.() XA 

.1.1 


Skirt, Z,/1) = 1, LuiD O~ 3/2 

1.5 XA 
.u 1.1 NA 
4.1 


Mesh side, Z / D ~-c= 1/2, L,/D = 1 

-- --- ---1.6--~- -

1.3 

1.Iesh side:.,Zv' D ~ ..1. ~, J.,,,~I? =a/2 

:3.0 1.9 
1.6 

1.4 NA 
·1.0 1.3 NA 

lYlesh side, ZI/D C~ 1, LolD =3/2 

1.5 NA 
4.1 1.3 NA 

(' 
__ 	 I' 

\\' illi 
trnsh 

NA 
0.2fi 

NA 
0.09 

XA 
0.30 

NA 
0.12 

0.20 

0.10 

NA 
0.29 

NA 
0.18 

1 All bars spaced D13. 
~ Clear watel' coefficient at same head at which lowest trash-flow ~oefficient observed. 
" Lowest weir coefficient observed. 

Crcst-los~ 
~ocffi~ient. 

Clear 
l( 

-. \\rIth
water trash 

0.1·1 1.8 
1.!l 6.2 

1,:l 1.6 

0.,12 1..1 

1.2 4.7 

0.33 1.0 
.47 3.3 

0.42 0.53 
,47 2.6 

1.7 
5.7 

0..13 1.3 
1.2 3.2 

0.29 0.80 
.48 3.0 

0.32 0.62 
.37 1.6 
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FIGURE 27.-Results of flexible-trash tests on two-way drop inlets 2D long, with mesh side and with D/2 plate height 
for various bar spacings and vent guard arcas and for plate overhangs of D and 3D/2. 
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value of the ratio, at which another flow mode 
(either plate control or pipe control) succeeds 
the weir-control mode. For racks with a plate 
height of D/2, weir control for clear water flow 
ends when the water level (head) is at or near 
the level of the underside of the deck. Weir co
efficien,ts calculated for flows above this level 
increase very rapidly. This sudden rise in coeffi
cient is an indication that plate control has taken 
over. During trash-laden flow it is possible for 
the water level to rise above the plate and still 
have weir control. See figure 32 for examples. 

Head loss through the mat of accumulated trash 
will cause a drop in the water surface profile 
through the mat. Consequently, the water level 
in the reservoir may be above the plate height but 
below the plate height after the watel' has flowed 
through the mat. 

Two bar spacings were tested on the 2D-Iong 
drop inlet. Little difference was found in the co
efficients for the two spacings. Table 8 lists the 
average values of the three coefficients for cleal' 
nnd for trashy flow::5. 

(Continued on p ..1.1.) 

l 
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FIGURE 32.-Results of flexible-trash tests on two-way drop inlets 3D long, with D plate height and with mesh side 
for solid. and. open mesh plates and for plate overhangs of D and 3D/2. 

TABLE 8.-Average coefficient values in two
way di'OP inlets with trash 1'acks, with dif
!e1'ent ba?' spacings 

Bar spacing
Coefficient Flow 

~4D19 -'-bT3 

Weir, C ................Clear ....••.. 4.0 

Do.•............•....Trash ...•... 1.38 


Plate control, C p' •••••• Clear .•...•.• .. . 
Do.................•.Trash ...... . .23 

Crest loss, Kr: .•....... Clear ....... . .50 
Do.............. ,., .. Trash •...... 2.95 

4.0 
1.42 
... 

.28 

.52 
3.74 

~-----~. 

The difference in coefficients for the two spac
ings is small and probably not significant, espe

cially for the trash-laden flows, for which the 
variability is high. Therefore, bar spacing was 
dropped as a variable in the subsequent experi
ments on the 3D-long drop inlet. 

Two percentages of open area for the side vent 
above the skirt or for the mesh side were tested. 
Table 9 lists the average values of the three co
efficients in clear water tests. 

Because the differences in the coefficients for 
the two percentages of open area in the side vents 
are very small, percentage of open area was also 
dropped as a variable in the experiments on the 
3D-long drop inlet. 

The results of the tests on the 3D-long, two
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TABLE 9.-Aventge clea?'-flow coefficients in 2D hang of the plate and by the type of side panel, 
long, tU;O-lcay dr01J inlets with t/'((sh ?"(lcks, skirt, or open mesh. Within each group, results 
with diffe?'e?tt percentages of side-vent open are given for both a mesh and a solid plate. Also, 
area for the racks with skirts, ).'esults are shown for 

tests made with no mesh covering the open space 
Percentage of open area in between the top of the skirt and the underside of Coefficient side vent or mesh side 

the plate. \Veir- and plate-control discharge co56 
efficients and crest-loss coefficients are given 

Weir, C .................. 3.72 3.82 for both clear and flexible trash-laden flows. 
Plate control, Cp • •••• •••• • .77 .73 Plate control cannot occur for the mesh plate
Crest loss, [(c ••.•••..•.•. .82 .80 and did not occur in these experiments for any 

plate at height D with clear water flows. 
way drop inlet trash racks are summarized in The open mesh plate was new to the 3D-long 
table 7. The data are grouped by height and over- drop inlet tests and reflected new developments 
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FIGURE 33.-Results of flexible-trash tests on two-way drop inlets 3D long, with D plate height and with mesh side 
for solid and open mesh plates and for plate overhangs of D and 3D/2. 
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FIG{JRE 34.-Results of flexible-trash tests on two-way drop inlets 3D long without trash racks. 

in the field since the start of the 2D-Iong drop all racks tested to obtain the values given in 
inlet tests. Structures with open mesh plates at  table 10. 
tracted proportionately more flexible trash tothe 

TABLE 10.-Avemge crest-loss coefficients, J(~plate and side vents than to the rack base. In 
contrast, structures '''ith solid plates attracted 

Plate Flowtrash mainly to the rack bars where water cur D/2 D 
rents were strongest. Typical before and after 

Solid ..................Clear ........ 1.2 0.45photographs, figures 35 and 36, mush'ate dra
Do...................Trash ... ,.,. 5.0 2.6


matically the difference between trash accumu 1Iesh ....•............. Clear. . . . . . . ..42 .34 
lation patterns for solid and open mesh plates. Do...................Trash ....... 1.6 .74 

The effect of plate type, solid or mesh, on the 
head-discharge relationship for the structure is The table shows a smaller coefficient (less 
determined by comparing flow-coefficient head loss) for the mesh plate than for the solid 
values. Crest-loss coefficients were averaged for plate. All flow must go around and under the 
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solid plate; therefore, head loss is gl'ea-l;er than type of plate. For trash-laden flows the weir co
for the mesh plate, which some of the flow can efficient was higher with the mesh plate than 
pass through. with the solid plate. The average values for the 

Weir coefficients, ranging from 3.6 to 4.1 for two plates were 1.6 and 1.2, respectively. 
clear water tests, depending upon the head The drop inlet with the solid plate probably 
choseI' for comparison, were not affected by the 'had a smaller weir coefficient because more 
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trash accumulated on its rack bars than on the 
mesh plate of the other drop inlet. Evidently, for 
the mesh-pI ate-equipped drop inlet, more of the 
trash accumulated on top of the plate, leaving 
less. to lodge on the rack bars. 

The effect, on flow of the side panel, whether 
skirt or mesh, is indicated by the flow-coefficient 
values. Average values of the crest-loss coeffi
cients are given in table 11. 
The more open racks with mesh plates and sides 
have the lower loss coefficients. 

The weir-flow coefficients for two side panel 
styles are compared in table 12. 

For trash-laden flows the more open racks 
have higher weir coefficients, but the differ
ences are probably not significant. 

Omitting the bars on the underside of the trash 
rack on the two-way drop inlet had a significant 
effect. This was done in one test. Figure 37 shows 

TABLE 11.-Avemge crest-loss coefficients 

PlateSide panel Flow 
Mesh Solid 

Skirt ..................Clear .. : .. .. 0.40 0.86 
Do.................. ,Trash ...... 1.2 4.2 

Mesh side ..............Clear . ...... .36 .83 
Do...................Trash ...... 1.1 3.4 

TABLE 12.-Avenlge wei?' coefficients 

PlateSide panel Flow 

Mesh Solid 


Skirt •................. Clear. . . . . . . .. 3.7 3.8 

Do...................Trash ........ 1.4 1.1 


Mesh side ............. Clear ....... " 3.9 4.0 

Do...................Trash ........ 1.6 1.4 


weir coefficients and crest-loss coefficients 
measured during this test. The weir capacity for 
the trash flow is 94 percent of that for clear 
water and [(c for trash flow is only 18 percent 
greater than the clear water value. That there 
was any capacity reduction at all was the result 
of some trash fibers wrapping around the end 
walls and the solid skirt. During this test 46 per
cent of the total trash load passed through the 
structure. 

Another significant effect is illustrated in fig
ure 37. Kc for the test without bars on the rack 
did not change with time after the end of feeding. 
Probably the greater part of the flow passed 
through the unobstructed area between the in
side of the skirt and the outside of the drop inlet. 
Since there was no flexible trash in this flow 
path, there could be no accumulation of sediment 
to affect the [(r value. 

THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE STANDARD TRASH RACKS 

Three trash racks proposed by the Soil Con

servation Service as standards were tested. 
These are identified as racks 1, 3, and 5, and are 
shown on figures 38, 52, and 68, respectively. 
Laboratory modifications to the standard de
signs-racks 1 (high), 2 and 2a, 3a and 3b, and 
4-shown on figures 38,44, 52, and 64, were also 
tested. Models and prototypes of these racks 
were investigated. Both flexible and rigid trash 
was used in the tests but not on all structures. 
Table 13 lists the tests performed on each rack. 

Racks 1 and 1 (High) 

Rack 1 (fig. 38) was intended for use on drop 
inlets v'ith sediment deposits up to their crests. 
This extent of sediment fill could not be repro
duced at reasonable cost in the full-size reservoir, 
so the prototype rack was tested on the available 
full-size drop inlet which projects about 6 feet 
above the reservoir floor. The model installation 

simulated this projected condition. Standard 
rigid-trash tests were run on both the prototype 
and the model. The rigid-trash distribution pat
tern for the model ana prototype (figs. 39 and 

TABLE 13.-T1'Clsh tests 1Je1'fo?'med on stand(wd 
(Lnd modified Soil Consen.:ation Service 1'Clcks 

Model PrototypeRack -Flexible Rigid Flexible Rigid 
--_., 

Standard: 
1 x x 
3 x x x 
5 x x x 

Modified: 
1 (high) x 
2 x x 
2a x x x x 
3a x x 
3b x x 
4 x x 
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FIGURE 38.-The proportions of the three-wny square drop inlets, racks 1 and 1 (high). 

40) are similar, but more sticks are lodged in 
the model rack than in the prototype. 

The weir coefficients for the model and the 
prototype for clear watei· and rigid-trash tests 
are plotted in figure 41. Agreement of the model 
values with those of the prototype is good for 
both the clear water and the trash tests. Crest
loss coefficients from these tests are given in 
table 14. For the rigid-trash tests, the [{r value is 

much larger for the model than the prototype. 
Apparently the larger amount of trash lodged in' 
the model rack is responsible for the larger 
value of [{c. 

Since it appeared that the open area of rack 1 
would be too small for expected flexible-trash 
accumulations, a taller rack with more open area 
was designed for the model. This rack, shown in 
figure 38, is desj~nated as rack 1 (high). 

PN-3621 

FIGURE 39.-After standard rigid-trash model test on FIGURE 40.-After standard rigid-trash prototype test 
rack 1 (inlet in reservoir) . on rack 1 (inlet in reservoir). 

PN-3620 
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The model drop inlet on which rack 1 (high) 
was installed simulated an installation in the 
face of a dam, with the crest level with a hori
zontal berm. This configuration simulated a sedi
ment-filled reservoir, the condition for which 
rack 1 was originally designed. A clear water 
test and a standard flexible-trash test were run 
on this model. Model rack 1 (high) is shown in 
figure ·J2. Weir coefficients [Ire plotted in figure 
43. 

The weir coefficients for the clear water tests 
were similar for rack 1 (high) and for rack 1. 
For the flexible-trash tests the weir coefficient 
for rack 1 (high) dropped to 0.17, representing 
a 19-fold reduction in weir-flo'" capacity. Tile 
crest-loss coefficients increased from 0.21 for 
clear water tests to 1.!) for the trash tests. All 
values are given in table 14. 

Racks 2 and 2a 

Rack ~ has rack bars across the top like rack 1 
and is the same height, but the three sides of 
rack 2 are placed outside the drop inlet sides and 
have open mesh panels that partly cover the sides 
and extend slightly below the level of the drop 
inlet crest. Rack 2 has no horizontal rack bar 
near the level of the crest, as rack 1 does. Rack 
2a is a minor variation of rack 2 in that the mesh 
panels cover the entire sides. Details of racks 2 
ancl2a are shown in figure 44. 

Racks 2 and 2a were tested with rigid trash on 
both themodel and the prototype drop inlets, and 
rack 2a, with flexible trash. Figures 45 anel 46 
show the model anel prototype of rack 2 after a 
rigid-trash test. Figures ,17 and 48 show similar 
views of rack 2a. The similar appearance of the 
model and the prototype of both racks is striking. 

'the weir coefficients for rack 2 for clear water 
and trash tests are shown in figure 49. The model 

A 

PN-~622. PN-3623 
FIGURE 42.-!lIodel of standard trash rack 1 (high) with 

rack and inlet in dam face before (/l) and after (8) 
standard flexible-trash tests. 

and prototype values of C are very close for clear 
water flows. Rigid trash in the ridng stage of 
flo\\' caused no decrease from the clear water C 
values, but in the falling stage the C values were 

TABLE 14.-Te.st Teslllts [O?' tJn·ee-~l·(ty squcl1'e d1'OP 1'nlet1'(lc1c 1 

Testlicale Trash load l 

Model ................. Rigid .. 

Do.......... , -...... Flexible~ 


Prototpe .............. Rigid .. . 


1 All standard loads. 

;! High rack and inlet in dam face. 


Weir coefficient, G 
Clear ---'- With 
water trash 

3.0 2.5 
3.0 .17 
3.0 2.6 

Crest-loss 
coefficient, [{,. 

-Clear With 
water trash 

0.30 2.2 
.21 1.5 
.19 .60 

Trash 
passed 

(percent) 

21 
32 
24 

http:14.-Te.st


~ 
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FIGURE 44.-The proportions of the laboratory-modified trash racks for the three-way square drop inlet, rad:s 2 and 
2a. 

PN-3624 PN-3G25 
FIGURE 45.-After standard rigid-trash model test on FIGURE 46.-After standard rigid-trash prototype test 

rack 2. on rack 2. 
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reduced by the trash. As shown in figlll'es ·15 all rI 
46, sticks lodged in the racks and some entered 
the drop inlet. Evidently the accumulation oc
cUlTed during pipe flow, and the sticks were in 
position to interfere with the weir flows dlll'ing 
the falling stage. 

Weir coeffic:ents for rack 2a in the rigid
trash tests are shown in figure 50. J'lIodel and 
prototype values are alike for clear water flo,,
and fOl' both the rising and falling stages of rigid 
trash-laden flows. There was no reduction in (' 
caused by the trash. As shown in figures 47 and 
48, the mesh sides were effectiYe and practically 
no sticks entered the rack. However, these sides 
intercepted flexible trash, which reduced the 
weir coefficient. The coefficients for the flexible
hash tests on rac1t 2a are shown in figure 51. 

Crest-loss coefficients for racks 2 and 2a are 
given in table 15 along with weir coefficients and 
datq on the amount of trash passing through the 
structure. The clear water crest-loss coefficients 
for racks 2 and 2a are identical, and the model 
values are in close agreement \vith the prototype 
values. Trash in the flow increased the crest-loss 
coefficient in all instances, but in rack 2 rigid
trash tests, the model showed a greater increase 
in Kr than the prototype. For rack 2a flexible
trash tests the results were reversed, with the 
prototype showing a greater percentage increase 
in IC than the model. The reasons for this hlcon

PN-3G21; 
FIGURE 47.-After standard rigid-trash test on model 

rack 2a. 

PN--3{j:!; 
FIGURE -lB.-AHet" standard rip;id-tmsh te;;t on proto

type rack 2a. 

sistency are not clear; probably they are related 
to the particular Leash accumulation patterns 011 

the racks. 

Racks 3, 3a, and 3h 
IRack ;~ was clesip:nec1 for drop inlets in open 

water or in sediment-filled resen·oir". The open 
area through the sides anel iop of the rack was 
designed to be sufficient if the bottom openings 
should be closed by sediment. Details of rack :1 
and its two \'ariations, :3a an(l :11J, are shown in 
figure r5~. 

The racks were tested in open ,,-aiel' only. A 
flexible-trash test on the model of nlck:1 resulted 
in a large accumulation of trash on the rack 
(fig. 5:1) . The weil' coefficien t was reduced f]'ol11 
:3.50 for clear water to loGO for the traRh-co\'erecl 
rack, and the crest-loss coefficient ,yas increased 
from 0.3·1 to 1.8~ (table 16) . 

The center wall was removed f1'o111 the model 
for the rigid-trash tests because the prototype 
did not have a centel' wall. Views of the model 
and the prototype of rack 3 after rigid-trash 
tests are shown in figures [):1 and Gi5, respectively. 
Sticks have entered the racks and accumulated 
on the tops. Weir-flow coefficients for the clear 
water and the rigid-trash tests for both the model 
and prototype are plotted in figure. 56. The maxi
mum values of the weir coefficient are given in 
table 16 along with crest-loss coefficients. 

Removal of the center wall increasecl the weir 
coefficient for clea], water flow f1'om 3.i5D to ·1.1 D. 
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TABLE 15.-Test results iol' threc-IL'ay SfjWlI'C cll'OP inlet. l'acks;2 (/nd;2(l 

Weil' coefficient, C 
l'est scale Rark Trash load t Clear With 

watel' tl'a"h 

Model 
Do. ' 
Do, ' 

Pl'ototype 
Do. 
Do, 

2 
2a 
2n 
2 
2a 
2a 

Rigid 
do. 

Flexible 
Rig-id 

do, 
lIay (llal'g'e 

3.'15 
3,45 
3..15 
3.47 
3,47 
:U'i 

2.6 
:3.40 
2.35 
2,D 
., 1):"'" 
1) .. J..rV 

~425 
trllckload) . 

, All ~tandal'd unless otherwise indicated, 

The trLlc <.:rest length (center 'wall thicknesses 
deducted) was used in calculating the coefficient. 
The center wall prohabl,\" disturbed the flow, 
causing' the nappe to s11ring free and reducing 
the weir coefficient. 

,\-eir coefficients for the rack 3 model were 
very close to those for the prototype (fig, 56) in 
the clear water flo\\'::;. The lu'esence of rigid 
trash reduced the weir coefficients more for the 
model than for the prototype. Also. thc coeffi
cients for flows on the rising stage wel'e about 
like those on the falling ::;tage. Evidently the 
sticks l'esj)o)1::;ihle for lowering the coefficient 
entered the mck earh- in the test. 

Note' 

Center wall on 
rack 3 only and t'\ 
only for fhe flex
Ible trash tests. 

3D 

J 

Crest-loss 
coefficient, J{" 

-Clear '\~tll 
water trash 

0,30 
.30 
.30 
.28 
,28 
.2R 

1.81 
.30 
.55 
.'iG 

1.31 

Trash 

passed 


(percent) 


·1 

FIGt:RE 52.-~The two-way drop inlet with standard tmsh 
l'ae:!c 3, and inbomtol'Y modifications, l'ac.k~ :ja and PN-al~2~, PN-362!J 

l"IGURE 5:3.· ~:Model of standard trash rack 3 before (/1)3b. 
and after ([J) standa)'(l f1exihJ(>-tl'~lSh t('st. 
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TABLE 16.-Test results fOI" tll'O-ll"(llJ drop inlet, ,lD-long racks ,J, ,la, ((nd 3b 

Test scale Rack 

.Model .................. 33 

Do.................... 3 

Do.................... 3a 

Do.... ' ............... 3b 


Prototype .............. 3 

Do.................... 3a 

Do.................... 3b 


1 All standard loads. 

Flexible 
Rigid ......... 


do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Crest-loss
Weir coefficient, C 	 Trashcoefficient,:! [(p 

Trash load l -·tle-ar With passed
·dear--~1ith. 

water trash water 

3.50 1.50 0.3-.1 
4.10 3.40 .3·1 
4.10 3.86 .3-.1 
4.10 ·1.0 .34 
3.90 3.5 .31 
3.90 3.75 .31 
3.90 3.8 .31 

(percent)
trash 

1.82 11 
1.3 	 27 
.47 10 
A6 3 

1.1 	 ,12 
.57 43 
.50 3 

-'--

~ Entrance-loss coefficients determined by weighting 6 piezometers at riser midheight. 
~ Splitter wall used. 

The crest-loss coefficients for the model and 
the prototype were much alike for both the clear 
and trash flows (table 16). The trash in and on 
the rack increased the crest-loss coefficient to 
about 3.5 times its clear water value. 

To reduce the number of sticks entering the 
rack, a partial-height mesh side panel was added 
to rack 3. This variation is identified as rack 3a. 
'Veir-flow coefficients for clear water and rigid
trash flows on both the model and the prototype 
of rack 3a are shown in figure 57. Weir coeffi
cients given in table 16 are the maximum values 

for clear water tests. Values for the trash tests 
are for the same head in which the maximum 
clear water values occurred. Crest-loss coeffi
cients are average values for clear water and 
trash tests. The partial mesh side panel improved 
the performance of the rack; the changes in the 
coefficients over the clear water yalues are less 
for rack 3a than for rack 3. This is attributed 
to the lodging of fewer sticks in rack 3a (figs. 58 
andfi9) than in rack 3. 

8i nce the partial-height mesh side panel 
proved effective in keeping trash out of the drop 
inlet, a full-height mesh side panel (rack 3b) was 
tried to see if performance could be further im
provecl. Rigid-trash tests on rack 3b showed the 

r 	 l'N-3G3U PN-~3631 
FIGURE 54.-Aftel' standard rigid-trash model test on "FIG UHf; 55.-AftCI· standat'd rigid-trash Pl'ototypc test 

rack3, on rack3. 
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PN-363Z 
FIGURE 58.-After standard rigid-trash test on model 

rack 3a. 

PN-3633 
FIGURE 59.-After standard rigid-trash test on proto

type rack 3a. 

weh' to be practically unaffected by the trash in 
the flow. Figure 60 shows weir coefficients 
versus relative crest thickness for model ::mcl pro
totype, for both clear and trash flows. Rack 3b 
(fig. 60) was a small improvement over rack 3a 
(fig. 57) in the weir-flow range. In the pipe-flow 
range there was virtually no difference in per
formance between racks 3a and 3b; the crest-loss 
coefficients were about the same for both (table 
16). Photographs of the model and prototype of 

rack 3b after the rigid-trash test (figs. 61 and 
62) show 110 trash lodged in the rack sides. 

\Veir coefficients for dgid-trash £10\\'5 in 
racks 3, 3a, and :3b are compared in figure 63. 
Rack 3a produced a significant impro\-ement 
over rack 3, and rack 3b pro\'ided an additional 
smaller improyement. Similar improYements for 
pipe flo\\- can be seen in the J{, changes in table 
16. The performance of rHcb; :3a anelSb was i111
proyed by the mesh side panels, \yhieh kept float
ing trash out of the structure during Jo,,- f10"\\'s. 
Ho,,-eYel', when the head-pool le\'el rose to the 
top of the sldrts, trash entered the structures. Of 
the three racks, 3, 3a, and 3b, rack 3b with the 
fl.l11 side skirt allo\\'ed the least rigid trash to en
ter the sh'ucture and pass Un'ough the spjlhnt~·. 

Rack 4 

Rack -1 (fig. 6-1) is similar to rack G (an SCS 
standard rack) except for a solid top plate ex
tending a distance D /·1 beyond the outside faces 
of the drop inlet. This is the minimum required 
o\-erhang for the plate to exercise yortex control, 
as reported by Donnelly, Hebaus, and Blaisdell 
(footnote 2) . 

Rigid-trash tests ,,-ere made on both a model 
and a prototype of rack L1. Views of these tests 
are ShO\\,11 in figures 6!'5 and 66. A few sticks en
tered the open part of the prototype but appeared 
to have little or no effect on the h~'draulic per
coefficients to be the same for both clear water 
formance of the drop inlet. Figure 67 shows "weir 
and rigid-trash tests. The crest-loss coefficients 
(table 17) showed no significant increase when 
hash was introduced into the flow. 

Plate control did not occur for this structure. 
The transitionfrom weir to pipe flo,,' occurred at 
an elevation about eyen with the underside of the 
plate. 

Rack 5 

Rack 5, having a solid plate with a 2D over
hang, mesh sides, and horizontal rack bars in a 
45-clegree sloping plane, is very much like a rack 
tested in the 3D-long two-way drop inlet series. 
The difference is in the extent of overhang, D 
and 1.5D for the two-way drop inlet series. De
tails of rack 5 are shown in figure 68. 

Flexible- and rigid-trash tests were run on the 
model, and a rigid-hash test on the prototype 
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PN-3634 
FIGURE 61.-After standard rigid-trash test on model 

rack 3b. 

PN-3635 
FIGURE 62.-After standard rigid-trash test on proto

type rack 3b. 

only. Photographs of the model flexible-trash 
test and of the rigid-trash tests on model and pro
totype are shown in figures 69, 70, and 71. Head
discharge curves for the clear water, flexible 
trash, and rigid-trash tests on the model are 
shQwn in figure 72. The rigid trash had little or 
no effect on the capacity of the structure" but the 
flexible trash reduced the weir-flow capacity. 
Pipe-flow capacity was also reduced, but data in 
this range are not shown in figure 72. 

The weir coefficient obtained in the flexible
trash flow t,est (1.95, compared with 4.2 for the 

5r-----~----.------.-----.----_. 
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u 
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-c 3 
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3u 
..... ..... 
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Head/Crest thickness, H/tc 

FIGURE G3.-Weir coefficients for racks 3, 3a, and 3b 
for rigid-trash flows. 
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CLEAR SPACING NOT 
:':: MORE THAN 3/8 D,. 

FIGURE 64.-The two-way drop inlet with minimum 
solid deck, laboratory modification rack 4. 
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FrGt:RI:; 'I:;, ·Aftl'!' :;tandarll rigitl-tra:<h t,,~t lin 'm';d~I 
raek L 

clear water test) iu(1icates that tIll' t'apadt~· rL'

duction in the weir-fiow r,mg"e wa::-: ;j! percent. 
For the rigid-trash test:-; tlw WVil' ('lwffil'ient \"<\> 

llnehangecl from the value ohtained in the e1('ar 
water test~. 

Rigirl trash jn tll€' flo,," had littlp 01' nn effer.t 

PX ','''
F'11;nlF. I,,;, A ftl-!' ,.tandard rigid-trash tp,:( on JlI'otO-t~~;l'''' 

rat.:k 1. 

oil till' (Tl':,t-lll;o;:-, ,·(ll'ffkient. FIl'xil)ll' trash. how
en'l" ill('reasl'd tilt' ('l'e..~t-ll)s:, coefficient ow'!' till' 
(,lear water \',dm) hy l;jn ]lPl't'C'llt. Data an' p:in'll 
lli tal>]p 1:-', 

TABLE 17.-TI ~f f'{ ..mlt~ till' f !f'(I-/I'(/!1 drill) inh t, .J f)-hli/!I/'(I('l;i 

Test :,('alt' 

~rodel 
Prototype 

! Both standard, 

Tra~h load' 

Hig-icl 
do. 

Cn':.:t-Io:<"
"\oil' l'(wfficient, (' Tra"hl'oeffit'it'nt,' lI. 

('h'ar With pa""t'd
near With (pel't'ent)wah'l' Tl'a~h watP]' tra"h 

-1.10 .1.()'i L2x l.~tl 10 

3,nO :l.R l.flx 1.1!1 7 


Entran('e-Io:;:; ('oeffiril'nts determined by weig-hting!3 piezol\1etel'~ at l'i:<el' miuheight. 

RELATIVE PERFOl{~1ANCE OF TRASH HACKS 
Performance Under Flexible-Trash Loads 

Weir {lon' 

The flexiblt,·trash loads were intended to pro
vide the ::-:cvere~t tp~t of trash-raek performance. 
Although the loads may appear unrealistically 
heavy ill the photographs, no IalJ()rator~' tC'st 
causer] a reductlOH in flow eallHcily approaching" 
reductions ohsen'pd in the field. Flow meaElll'e
ments on a hillside inlet in tlw fiehl show that 
tl'a~h reduced the weir-fIcm' calladty of' til(' inlet 
to 2.0 percent of it:.; ("leal' water ('npa('it,\'. Tn tllP 
worst ease, the standard Jal>ol'ntory test on thp 

model of thil" I"ll'llctlll'e r(\(l\l('ed the flo\\' to 11 
percent of the clear water eapacity. The coeffi 
cient values for these obsen'ations arc Jjsted ill 
table .1. 

The flexible-trash t<:"t:-:, while not dUlllieating 
the sevel'ily of some trash flows in the field, \VCl'e 
consistent. Tims, at lea::;t, the~' furnish it valid 
compnri:{()l1 of tlw cffidcJ1('~' of yariouf; trash 
ntC'ks. In table 1!l. nteks are ranker) OIl the J>nsi:; 
of tlH'il' maintcnan('(' of dear waLeI' weir-flow 
l'apa("itT ill standard flexible-trash tests. 

Per('cnt of d('ar fjo\\' ('aj1aeity muintained js 
based on the lmwsi trash-flO\\' weir ('oeffirient 
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CLEAR---S~P~A7C~IN~G~N~0~T~ 
MORE THAN 3/8 0 

FIGURE 68.--The two-way drop inlet with full solid plate 
and standard trash rack 5. 

and the clear-flow weir coefficient for the corre
sponding head, as listed in the data tables. Since 
the lowest trash coefficients occurred at differ
ent heads for different l'acks, the comparisons 
made in table 19 and also in tables 20 and 21 are 
not for a common head, but for the worst condi
tion,.i.e., the lowest trash coefficient in each case. 

Racks 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4 were not tested with 
flexible trash, and are not included in table 19. 
It is estimated that they would rank about as 
follows: 

Rack 1 ...................... In last place. 

Rack 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . After rack 2a. 

Rack 3a ..................... After rack 3. 

Rack 3b ....... , ........... After l'ack 3a. 

Rack ,1 ........... Same as two-way inlets. 


An average value of flow-maintenance capa
bilities (38 percent) is given for the 16 two-way, 
2D-Iong racks tested because the differences be
tween racks are small and the effect of changing 
some element of the rack, say the LaiD ratio, is 
not necessarily consistent for all combinations of 
the rack elements. An effort was made, however, 
to determine the effect of each element of rack 
form on performance by calculating the average 
percent of flow maintenance for all racks having 
the same value for a selected rack element. Table 
20 gives the results of this calculation. The first 
line in this table shows, for example, that the 
average clear water flow maintained by all racks 
having an LnlD ratio of 1 (there are eight racks 
with this ratio) is 36 percent. 

The percentage of flow maintained varied con
siderably within a group. For a rack with an 
L,,/ D ratio of one, the range was from 25 percent 
to 55 percent. So the differences among the 
means reported in table 20 may not be signifi
cant. A statistical analysis of the variance with
in each group, in which confidence limits were 

PN-3638. PN-·3630 
FIGURE 69.-Model of standard trash rack 5 before (A) and after (B) standard flexible-trash test. 
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TABLE lS.-Test 1'esults f01' two-way cl1'OP 1'nlet, 3D-long 'rack 5 

Crest-loss 
Weir coefficient, G Trashcoefiicient,2 K" 

passedTest scale Trash load1 Clear With Clear With (percent)water Trash water trash 

Model . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Flexible. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.2 1.95 1.17 2.92 1 
Do. ......•............ Rigid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.2 4.2 1.17 1.23 0 

Prototype. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. do. ........... 4.0 4.0 .81 .82 0 

1 All standard. 

2 Entrance- loss coefficients determined by weighting 6 piezometers at riser midheight. 


established at the 90-percent level, indicated that However, the racks with solid skirts performed 
the extent of overhang, as represented by the better than similar racks with mesh sides. 
LolD ratio, did not affect the flow-maintenance A similar analysis and comparison was made 
capability of the rack. Neither did rack-bar spac of the two-way, 3D-long trash-rack tests. The re
ing nor plate height have a significant effect. sults are given in table 21. 

Percentages of the flow maintained also varied 
considerably for the 3D-long two-way drop inlet. 

TABLE i9.-Rank of model1'aclcs by capability to Analysis of variance showed that some of the
maintain 'Wei?' floll' CCLPCLCity in the standm'd differences among the means reporbc1 in table
flexible-tmsh test 21 are not significant, There was no difference 

Percent between the two overhangs, LoID=l and LoID= 
Coefficient flow 3/2. However, when the percentage values forRack data in capacity these two racks are examined together with thetable No. maintained 

p~rcentage observed for rack 5, a trend ap
Square, 4-way drop inlet ........ 3 93 puars. Rack 5 has an overhang ratio, LoID, of 2, 
2-way, 3D, no rack bars .•........ 7 83 and it maintained a flow capacity of 46 percent. 
Rack2a ......•................... 15 68 
 Thus, there is evidence of improved performance 
Rack 5 ., '" ...................... 18 46 


with increased overhang. The kind of skirt, solidRack3 (with center wall) ........ 16 43 

2-way, 2D all racks except or mesh, made no difference in rack perfo17n


the one without bars ........ 6 38 ance, With the 2D-long drop inlet a difference 

2-way, 3D, all racks ... "......... 7 36 
 was found. No reason for this inconsistency is 
Hillside.......................... 4 14 
 apparent except that a statistical test at the 90-Rack 1 (high) ................... 14 5 


'l'ABLE 20.-Wei1' flo'W-maintencLnce cClpability TABLE 21.-Wei1'-flow-maintenance capability 
f01' two-way 2D-long raclis, avemged for f01' two-way, 3D-long tmsh racks, aventged 
mcIGs hcwing a, common element of mck fonn f01' 1'Cwks hcwing CL common element of mc7c 
(from flexible-t1'Clsh tests on model) fonn (/1'om flexible-t1'Clsh tests on models) 

Percentoi Percent of 
Rack element clear water-flow Rack element clear water flow 

maintained maintained 

L ID=1 .. .... , ...•........................ '" 36 LoID=l ..................................... 35
o
L 1D=3/2 ................................... 38 L 1D=3/2 .................................. 38
o o

Zp1D=1/2 ............•...................... 43 Zp1D=1/2 ................................... 41 

Z//D=l .............. .........•.............. 32 Z/D=l ............. ........... , ............. 33 

Skirt .....•................................... 42 Skirt .......................................... 35 

Mesh side. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 Mesh side ............................. , . . . . . .. 38 


~ Rack-bar spacing 4DI9 ....................... 38 Solid plate ........................ , ..... , . . . .. 33 

.Rack-bar spacing DI3 ........................ 36 Mesh plate ................................... 41 
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percent level is not very sensitive, and the I-in-IO trash racks tested. The effect of a change in Kc 
chance event may have occurred. Plate type on the pipe-flow capacity of a closed-conduit 
made a difference, with the mesh Dlate giving a spjJl\my cannot be determined by examining the 
better performance than the solid plate. Plate change in K, alone. The crest loss is hut one of 
height also made a difference, with the greater several losses in the conduit. Its importance de
plate height, Zo/D=l, perfol'lning better than pends upon its relative yalue with respect to the 

the lesser plate height, Zp!D= I i2. 
 sum of all other losses. 


The two racks which maintained weir-flow ca
 An expression relating change of pipe-flow

pacity best under flexible-hash loads were the 
 discharge capacity to change in crest-loss coeffi
square, four-way drop inlet rack and the two cient must, therefore, include the sum of the 
way 3D-long rack without horizontal rack bars other losses as a parameter. Such an expression 
on the underside. The model of the first main is derived as explained helow. 
tained 93 percent of its flow capacity. The solid The equation for pipe flow (friction loss in 
side skirt and the rack-bar arrangement on the drop inlet not included) is 
fjrst structure are probably responsible for its 

2gH ~ l/~fine performance. In the second case, eliminating (6) 


the horizontal bars removed a trash catcher from Q ,I" ( Id$f;)i+J(,+-"b+/{'j , 

the main flow path for weir flo'ws, improving 

performance. Partial differentiation of Qwith respect to [e 


Table 19 also shows two racks which were poor ~"ielcls 
performers, the hillside rack and the rack 1 
(high) . In both instances the installation was in 0l(~Ap(~P)2 (2gH)1: 

the face of a dam, and any trash reaching the in 8Q=----- r 
/ 

• (7) 

let had to pile up around the rack. 2f(r(1:Y+K,+f ~ n+J(~ 3 2 

The two~way inlet racks were all in the inter
mediate-performance range. They maintained Dividing both sides of the differential equa

tion by the discharge Q l'esults inweir flow 36 to 46 percent of the clear water ca
pacity. 

A )2
8Kr ( APrPipe flow 8Q _ (8) 

Changes in Kc due to trash accumulation on Q- - 2 [Kr (~:Y+K/+f ~ +Kj
the rack can be determined by comparing the 
values fo!' trash and clear water flows. These Factoring out Kr in the denominator and sub
pairs of values are given in table 22 for all the stituting 

TABLE 22.-Crest-loss coefficients fo?' clem' 'Wate?' and flexible-trash flows fm·the vaTiolls 
trash Tacks .. 

Coefficient 
Crest-loss coefficient, KcRack data in 


table No. 
 Clear Trash 

Square, 4-way ...................................... 3 
 0.38 0.46 
Hillside ............................................. 4 
 .23 4.49 
2-way, 2D, ZplD=I/2 ........... "................. 6 
 1.12 4.31 
2-Way, 2D, Zp/D=1 ..... , .. ,....................... 6 
 .35 2.36 
2-way, 3D , mesh plate ..•................ . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
 .38 1.14 
2-way, 3D, solid plate, ZplD=1 ..................... 7 
 .45 2.62 
2-way, .3D, solid plate, Z,,1D=I/2 ...........•...... 7 
 1.25 4.95 

Rack 1 (high) ........•.................•.....•..... 14 
 .21 1.5 
Rack 2 .............•..........................•...... 15 
 .30 .55 

Rack 3 (with center wall) .................. . .. , .. 16 
 .34 1.82 
Rack 5 ............. '" ...........................•... 18 
 1.17 2.92 
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(9) 

(10) 

For a 3D, two-way drop inlet with a circular 
conduit the expression (in finite increments.) re
duces to . 

AQ _ aKc 0.0342 (11)
Q- - Kc (0.0685+N) 

This expression will be used to determine the 
relative reduction in discharge for a typical two
way, 3D, solid plate, Zp!D=1/2 drop-inlet struc
ture. Tests on this inlet showed that J(c increased 
from 1.25 for clear water flows to 4.95 for trash
laden flows. The effect of this change on the 
relative capacity of a structure will be calculated. 
The other loss coefficients are assumed to be 

Transition-loss coefficient, K t =0.6 
I 

Pipe friction loss, f j) =1.5 

Outlet loss, [(0 =1.0 
Sum of other losses =3.1 

3.1
Therefore, N=-=2481.25 . 

j,Kc = (4.95 -1.25) = 3.70 

i.lKc-Ie =2.96 
c 

j,Q 0.0342 
~~=-2.96--~ = -00397
Q (0.0685+2.48)" 

Thus, for this structure, an increase of nearly' 
300 percent in J{c caused a decrease of only about 
4 percent in discharge capacity in the pipe-flow 
range. 

Since the effect of an increased crest-loss coef
ficient on discharge is generally small, the form 
of the .rack does not appear too critical insofar as 
loss of capacity is concerned. It might seem that 
the rack with the lowest crest-loss coefficient 
after the trash test would be the best one, but it 
is not possible to select rack f01:m from this value 
alone. It may be necessary, for vortex or reser
voir-level fluctuation, to set a solid plate at a 
height of Zp/D=1/2 above the crest. Although 

the crest-loss coefficient for this setting is on the 
order of three times the coefficient for a plate 
height of ZpiD=l, it must be used. Ii, is in order, 
then, to compare the performance of racks with 
like plate height. Rack 5 has the smallest in
crease in crest-loss coefficient for all racks with 
a solid plate Z//D=l/2 above the crest (table 
23) . 

Performance Under Rigid-Trash Loads 

The Soil Conservation Service standard de
signs and the laboratory modifications to them 
were all tested with rigid trash to both model and 
prototype scales, but not all ,vere tested with 
flexible trash, so performance of these racks 
was compared on the basis of the rigid-trash 
tests. Separate evaluations were made for weir 
and pipe flows. 

Weil' flow 
Rigid trash alone does not provide a severe test 

of the performance of a trash rack. However, 
rigid trash lodged in a rack can intercept more 
flexible trash than the rack alone, so the rigid
trash test results are an indicator of potential 
trouble from flexible trash. 

Table 23 lists the discharge capacity changes 
in the weir-flow range due to rigid trash accumu
lation on the racks. 

TABLE 23.-R((n1c of model and prototype ?'(leks 
by ca12ability to maintain 1.Vei1·-flow CCL1)(wity 
in a stanclanl Tigid·t1'Clsh test 

Coefficient Percent of 
Rack Test scale data in clear water flow 

table No. maintained 

5 Model ,. 18 100 
5 Prototype 18 100 
4 Model .. 17 99 
4 Prototype 17 97 
3b Model -* .. " ..... ... 16 98~ 

"3b Prototype ......... .. 16 97 
2a Model .......... * •••• ". 15 99 
2a Prototype ....... -. - .. 15 94 
3a Model ••.•••.. *. , •••.• 16 94 
3a Prototype - ~ ...... , .. , . 16 96 
3 Model ..... , ........ 16 83 
3 Prototype ... , ... , .... 16 90 
1 Model . ... .... ... 83_ ... 14 

~1 Prototype ........ ... 14 87 
2 Model 15 75• ~ .. ~ • w • • • ••••••• 

~2 Prototype . .......... 15 84 


http:0.0685+2.48
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The weir-flow capacity of trash rack 5 was tm
affected by the presence of rigid trash in the 
flow. In this respect the rack showed the best 
performance of any tested. Racks 4, 3b, and 2a 
performed nearly as well. All the best perform
ing racks prevented sticks from entering the 
drop inlet. 

Pipe flow 
The performance of a trash rack under rigid

trash loading in the pipe-flo\\' range was e\'alu
ated by examining the crest-loss coefficients for 
clear and rigid-trash flows. The coefficients for 
the racks subjected to rigid-trash tests are given 
in table 24. 

Racks 4 R.nd 5 showed only a slight increase h1 
crest-loss coefficient in the rigid-trash tests. The 
largest increase in J(,. of these t\VO racks was to 
the prototype of rack <1, and it can be attributed 
to the sticks which entered the tal) openings in 
the rack. (See figure 66.) Xo reason for the 
small increase in Ie for the model of rack 5 is 

evident, sillce no trash passed through it and 
none was observed to lodge in it. 

TABLE2·1.-Crest-loss coefficienf8 fo/'mod£'! ((nd 
lJ]'ototype racks in clear(mcl ri{/icl-tJ'(!i)l1 flo/f' 

Rack 
Test 
scale 

Coefficients 
in table Xo. 

Crest-los:; 
coefficient, Ie 

('fear-'--" Trash 

1 :Model ~ ., ... , .. 14 0.30 2.2 
1 Prototype 14 .lD .60 
2 :;\fodel .. , 15 .30 1.81 
2 Prototype ... 15 .28 .7G 
2a :;\Iodel ~ .. ~ . .... 15 .30 .3!) 
3 ......• do ..... ,. 16 .34 1.3 
3 Prototype 16 .31 1.1 
Sa :\Iodel IG .3·1 047 
Sa Prototype Hi .31 .57 
3b :\IodeJ .. , ' ,'. 16 .:34 Afi 
31> Prototype 16 .31 .50 
·1 )Iodel ..... ' 17 1.28 1.2D 

Prototypt' 17 1.08 1.UI 
[) )Iodel 18 1.17 1.23 
5 Prototype 18 .81 .82 

MODEL·PROTOTYPE SIiVIILARITY 
The pairs of photographs 45-16, 47-48, and 

54-55 show the striking similarity of the rigid
trash accumulations on the model and the proto
type racks. It is not surprising to find the good 
agreement between the weir coefficients for the 
model and the prototype. This agreement is 
shown graphically in figures 49, 50, 51, 56, and 
57, and in numerical form in tables 14 to 18 in
clusive. Table 23 also shows how close the model 
and the prototype were in maintenance of clear 
wa tel' weir flow. 

Model and prototype performance for pipe 
flow are compared in table 24, where the crest
loss coefficients are listed for both clear and rig
id-trash tests. Clear water coefficients are gen
erally very close for model and prototype. Forthe 
trash tests the agreement is not always as good, 
with the prototype coefficient generally being 
the lower one of the pair. One reason for this is 
the wind over the prototype reservoir, which 
sometimes prevented part of the rigid trash from 
reaching the test structure. Over the model there 
is no wind, and the trash members move toward 
the test structure without interference. 

Flexible trash model-prototype comparisons 
are possible for only two structures, the four

" 
way drop inlet and the three·'way drop inlet with 
trash rack ~a. However, the effect of :mspencled 
sediment is present in the model data, and the 
comparisons are not as convincing as those of 
the rigid-trash tests. 

\Veir coefficients in figure 13 for the first pro
totype trash test on the four-way drop inlet cor ", 
respond most nearly to those hI figure 17 (sedi
ment in flow) for model test 59, which had a 
heavy sediment load in the 'water. Head-dis
charge data for similar model and prototype 
tests are plotted in figure 73 for comparison. In 
model test, 840 grams of hash \vere fed. This 
amount of trash, scaled to prototype size by 
weight (using the cube of the length ratio) 
would be equivalent to 945 pounds. The esti
mated weight of the eight pickup truckloads of 
loose hay usecl in the prototype test was 1,500 
pounds. The additional amount of mate~'ial fed 
to the prototype may have compensated to some 
degree for the effect of suspended sediment in 
the model test and the trash that did not reach 
the prototype inlet. 

In the three-way drop inlet prototype with 
trash rack 2a, one large truckload of grass was 
fed. The estimated weight of this material was 
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FIGURE 73.-Comparison of head-discharge relationships for clear water and flexible-trash tests on model and proto
type of the four-way square inlet. 

1,150 pounds. The 1,000 grams of material used 
in the standard flexible model test are equivalent 
to about 1,130 pounds in the prototype test. The 
similarity between the model and prototype data 
in figure 51 is excellent; however, the effect of 
suspended sediment on model performance 
clouds the comparison. 

Close similarity between model and prototype 
performance is found in the rigid-trash tests on 
trash rack 5. Figure 74 shows the weir coeffi
cients for the model and prototype. For both 
flows the model and the prototype have similar 

coefficient values. The trash did not have much 
effect on the coefficient, probably because of the 
small accumulations around the rack (figs. 70 
and 71) . 

Prototype clear water values of Ko for trash 
racks i1 and 5 are less than those measured in the 
model, as indicated in tables 17 and 18. This may 
be due to differences in relative crest thickness. 
HeLaus (cited in footnote 4) has shown that in 
covered two-way drop inlets, Kc decreases with 
increasing values of t,,/D. In the models, t~/D 
was 0.250, but in the prototypes, it was 0.333. 

SIMILARITY OF LABORATORY TESTS TO FIELD CONDITIONS 

The standard flexible-trash test was intended 

to be severe and may not seem to be representa
tive of field conditions, since no substantial 
amounts of loose hay and grass were found at 
Oklahoma flood-detention reservoir sites. How
ever, no flexible-trash accumulation on a model 
resulted in as great a reduction in the weir coef
ficien.t as the reduction observed on the fieId
installed hi11side inlet with a trash-choked rack. 
So the tests may not have been too severe after 

all. The standard rigid-trash test was also in
tended to be severe, yet the accumulation of 
sticks on and around the racks after a rigid
trash test did not appear excessive and provoked 
the same doubts about their realism as the flex
ible-trash tests. 

Realism combined with quantitative results 
from model tests would be highly desirable. Ef
forts were made to find materials and proce
dures which would give the same results for 
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model and prototype, and some success was 
gained with controlled trash. That is, when all 
trash was of one kind and was fed in the same 
relative amounts to model and prototype, like 
results were obtained as to duplicating field con
ditions. Field trash will be whatever floats in 
with the flow and every load will be unique, so 
there is no hope of predicting the consequences 

of every trash load by a model test. The only 
ptactical approach is to use standardized trash 
loads so that the relative effectiveness of the (lif
erent racks can be compared. But more than com
parative results were obtained in these tests: an 
estimate of the order of magnitude of flow-capac
ity loss as a result of trash accumulation on the 
various racks can be made from the laboratory 
test data. 

COMPARISON OF FLEXIBLE- AND RIGID-TRASH FLOWS 
Head-discharge curves are presented in fig trash has practically no effect. Packing of the 

ures 75 and 76, comparing curves for clear wa flexible trash, which obstructs flow, is respon
ter, flexible trash, and rigid trash for two racks. sible for the reduction capacity. Even an accumu
Flexible trash in the flow greatly reduces their lation of rigid trash is much more open, and its 
discharge capacity in the weir-flow range. Rigid effect on flow capacity is very small. 

TRASH-RACK MAINTENANCE 
Removal of trash from a rack after a trash In almost all of the structures tested with flex

laden flow is a maj or concern. Laboratory obser ible trash, with the exception of the hillside inlet 
vations concerning the removal of trash from the and the three-way square drop inlet with trash 
various r·qcks may, therefore, be useful. 
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bars on the underside of the racks fell off when 
the head pool was lowered. This can be seen in 
figures 14, 15, 35, and 69. The underside of these 
racks slope upward and away from the drop in
let, so that flexible trash does not pack tightly 
against the bars and tends to fall away readily. 

Rigid trash, on the other hand, lodged inside 
the rack and in the drop inlet of the open-type 
racks (figs. 39, 40, 45-48, 54, 55,58, and 59) and 
was sometimes difficult to remove. There was no 
difficulty in removing the logs and sticks lodged 
in the upper part of rack 4 (fig. 66). 

Mesh plates or open tops attracted consider
able trash to the top of the rack. Figure 36b 
shows the large "haystack" atop the open mesh 
plate on a two-way, 3D-long drop inlet following 
a flexible-trash test. A similai' structure, having 
a solid plate instead of open mesh, collected much 

less trash on top for the same test (fig. 35b). 
Other open-top racks with flexible-trash accumu
lations on top are shown in figures 42b and 53b. 
Rigid trash also accumulated on open top struc
hll'es, as shown in figures 61, 62, 65, and 66. This 
trash should be removed because it reduces the 
capacity of the structure below design value, and 
also, can constitutB a fire hazard. Solid-plate 
racks should present less of a maintenance prob
lem in this respect than the mesh-plate or open
top racks. 

From the standpoint of maintenance, rack 5 
is probably the most trouble-free. No rig'id trash 
entered this structure or lodged on the rack in 
either the model or the prototype. Flexible trash 
fell off the bars in the model when the heR.d pool 
washwered. .. 
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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

Techniques were developed for making model 

tests of trash racks for drop inlets on closed con
duit spillways. Good agreement between results 
on small-scale models in laboratory flumes and 
on large-scale structures in an outdoor basin, at
tributable to the use of controlled trash loads, 
make it possible to estimate the relative perform
ance of different rack forms from the standard
ized trash tests. 

The two types of trash studied, flexible and 
rigid, behave differently in the flow. Rigid trash 
floats on the water surface and can be kept out 
of the trash rack by a skirt or a mesh side panel. 
Flexible trash, on the other hand, tends to be
come waterlogged and to submerge slowly. When 
at or near the density of water, this trash is car
ried along by the flow stream, which may be en
tering the rack beneath the water surface, and 
pieces may catch on and wrap around rack bars. 
Considerable trash can build up on the rack-hash 
that, if not intercepted, would pass harmlessly 
through the structure. 

Racks with underside bars arranged in an up
ward and outward pattern from the drop inlet 
tend to be self-cleaning. Much of the trash on 
such bars drops off when the water surface is 
lowered below the rack. The water can be low
ered this much when a low-stage orifice is used 
or where, with single-stage outlet structures, 
evaporation and seepage losses exceed runoff 
and direct rainfall gains for relatively long pe
riods of time-the usual situation in subhumid 
or dry areas. 

Trash racks being used in 1969 were tested in 
the laboratory, using both small-scale and large
scale test structures. Flexible- and rigid-hash 
tests 1.yere performed. Of these racks, trash rack 
5 performed the best. Its solid plate and mesh 
side~ prevented the entry of rigid rash into the 
rack. Its ample overhang, 2D, created a large 

area which was not readily plugged by standard 
flexible trash. However, this rack must be lim
ited to use in open "Tater because the greater 
part of the flmy approaches this structure 
through the part of the rack below the crest of 
the inlet. 

The t,,-o poorest performers were the hillside 
inlet rack and rack 1 installed on a three-"Tay 
square drop inlet on the face of a dam. Their open 
construction allows rigid trash to enter and 
lodge, and since the crest is level 'with the berm. 
large amounts of flexible trash accumulate on 
on and around the rack. 

Model-scale racks for two-way drop inlets in 
open water were systematically investigated, 
using flexible trash. For the 2D-Iong structures 
the variables investigated were length of over
!l.ang, height of plate, skirt or mesh side, and 
rack-bar spacing. Changing the overhang from 
D to 3D /2 had no effect on weir capacity. N"either 
did changing rack bar spacing from 4D!9 to D /3. 

Reducing plate height from D to D12 reduced 
the weir coefficient for clear water flows. But 
when trash was introduced into the flow, the 
racks with a plate height of n '2 sho\yed a rela
tively smaller reduction in weir t'oefficients than 
the racks with a plate height of D. Racks with 
skirts maintained flow capacity better than 
racks with mesh sides. For the 3D-long struc
hu'es, the results were much the same for all rack 
components except for the skirt versus mesh-side 
comparison. For the longer drop inlet, the mesh 
side performed better. K0 reason for this re
versal has been found. Statistical tests sho\,'ed 
the differencts (at the 90-percent confidence 
level) to be real for both the 2D- and 3D-long 
drop inlets, Different top plates were used for 
the 3D-long structure tests, The mesh top maill
tai1led a higher percentage of weir flow capacity 
than the solid plate. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

For two-way drop inlets in open water, a rack 

with a solid plate and a solid skirt extending be
low the inlet crest level is recommended. Ventila
tion must be provided between the plate and 
skirt so that siphoning will not occur, unless such 
action is desired. If the vent is made by leaving 
an open space between the underside of the plate 

and the top of the skirt, this open space should 
be covered with mesh to prevent the entry of 
sticks. Rack bars should be placed in a plane slop
ing downward from the bottom edge of the skirt 
to the side of the drop inlet, to prevent rigid 
trash, floating alongside the drop inlet at low wa
ter, from rising with the water and entering the 
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space between the skirt and the drop inlet side. The racks investigated in this study are gener
The rack on the four-way square drop inlet ally best suited for open-water installatons. For 

performed ,veIl. However, if a rack of this type is installations in hillside locations or berms of 
used, a mesh-covered ventilation space between dams, or for sediment-filled reser\"oirs, a differ
the skirt and the plate should be provided. ent style of rack, as yet undeveloped, is needed. 

APPENDIX.·-THE MOVEMENT OF TRASH IN A RESERVOIR 
Once trash enters a reservoir, whether or not 

it will reach the outflow structure will depend 
upon the magnitude and direction of the water 
and wind currents acting on the trash. 

The relative effects of wind and water cur
rents on floating trash can be estimated by cal
culating the forces exerted by the two currents 
on a log of diameter d, oriented perpendicular to 
the wind and floating half-submerged. Let the 
wind velocity be V and assume a uniform profile. 
For simplicity, assume that the wind does not 
affect the water movement below the surface, so 
that the current flow can be described by a flat 
profile of velocity ~' opposite to the wind direc
tion. If the log is prevented from rotating, the 
current velocity necessary to hold the log station
ary against any given wind velocity can be calcu
lated. 

The velocities V and v create drag forces simi
lar to those resulting from flow around a two
dimensional cylinder. The drag force F of the air 
is 

(A-1) 

and the drag force I of the water is 

(A-2) 

where Co is the dl'ag coefficient for a two-dimen
sional cylinder, A is the cross-sectional area of 
the log, and pa and pu. are the densities of air and 
water, respectively. 

FOl; equilibrium F should equal I, or 

(A-3) 

At 60°F pa=0.00237 slug/ft3 and p,c=1.94 
slug/it3 so that 

v . , ~ . GllIt·=28.6YGn".. (A-4)v : 0.00237 GDrt . 0na 

The Reynolds number R for the air f10\\' and 

the \Yater flo"- are 


Vel 
R ."" (A-5)" "rt 

and 

I'd 
R,r=- , (A-6) 

t'le 

where I' is :he kinematic viscosity, and at GO' F, 

1',,= 1.6 XIO- ' fF/s and l'w 0'=0 1.2 X 10" ft"n;. 

From equations A-5 and A-6 

l' 16 R,t . RIt 
-=- . ··=13,3-. (A-7) 
'lJ 1.2 Rw R,r 

Since equations A--4 and A-7 express the same 

ratio, 


(A-8) 

The velocity ratio must therefore satisfy com

patible values of the drag coefficient CD and the 

Reynolds number R. The current Yelocity can 
 • 
then be calculated for any given wind velocity 
and log diameter. 

Current velocities were calculated for assumed 
wind velocities of 10, 5, and 2 miles per hour act
ing perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of a 3
inch-diameter log. The results are listed in table 
A--l. Values of the drag coefficient C[) and the 
Reynolds number R were obtained from Rouse's 
figure 126.1. 

Table A-I shows that with only a very slight 
breeze (2 mHes per hour) an oppositely directed 
water current of at least 0.1 foot pel' second "I 

would be necessary to hold the 3-inch log steady . 
in the presence of the wind. Currents of this 
magnitude probably do not exist in most reser
voirs, except near the inlet. Thus, in most cases, 

t Rouse, Hunter. 1959. Elementary mechanics of fluids. 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 

http:p,c=1.94
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TABLE A-I.-Calculations of 'lL'CLte1' 'velocities to hoZel 3-1'nch-dia mete/' log stationary against corre
sponding wind '1:elocities 

"",~.--.--.,"--~---~-~.' ~--. -.,.,...--......--..."" - .
~ Wind 

.. 


.. 
• 

-,. 

velocity, 
V 

-MiIes--- Feet 
per hour per second 
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10 14.65 
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3 2 2.93 

-------,.--.~. 
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1.14X10 1 1.20 6.0X10:J .97 .809 1.93 ';:::, 1.90 .29 
4.58X10;1 .96 2.1X103 .97 1.01 2.16 ~ 2.18 .10 
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floating logs and sticks can be easily moved 
around a reservoir by very slight winds. 

The assumptions used in this brief analysis 
oversimplify actual conditions. Considering the 
drag of the wind on the water surface, currents 
even greater than those indicated would be neces
sary to hold the log in equilibrium with the wind 
forces. 

The relative orientation of the log, the wind, 
and the current direction was chosen for ease of 
analysis. With other orientations, force compo
nents would have to be considered. If the log were 
oriented parallel to the wind and current direc
tions, apPl"oximately the same result would be 
obtained. For this case, assuming the ends of the 
log are blunt and of the same size, the drag co
efficients in water and air are equal since the 
Reynolds number is greater than 1,000 in either 
case (Rouse, p. 249). This gives a velocity ratio 
V Iv of 28.6 from equation A-4. From table A-I, 
the average value of VIv is approximately 27. By 
comparing v&lues of VIv for the extreme log 
orientations and considering the assumptions 
made, it can be concluded that Vh1 is approxi
mately 30 fO'r all log orientations. 

Considering the significant influence of the 
wind, the location of the drop inlet in the reser
voir may have an appreciable effect on the mag
nitude of the trash problem. Drop inlets located 
in the corner of the reservoir, as many of the 
older hillside type were, may have serious trash 
problems if the wind direction is favorable fOl' 

trash accumulation at the structure. Most newer 

2 Entries for 10 miles per hour are results of 3 trials. 
3 Entries for 5 and 2 miles per hour are final approximations. 

structures do not have this problem, because they 
are placed nearer the center of the dam. 

Forces due to circulation can arise in asym
metrical reservoirs, or even ili symmetrical res
ervoirs where the inflm\' channel is not directly 
alined with the drop inlet. These forces probably 
have their greatest effect on submerged trash 
with a density near that of water. The flow of 
this material will not be affected by wind if it is 
deeply submerged. It can, therefore, be easily 
moved along with undercurrents. Even thermal 
or density currents could cause its movement. 

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to eval
uate the effects of circulation forces on trash in 
a reservoir. In large reservoirs they would prob
ably be negligible, but they can exist, and the 
geometry of the reservoir and the approaching 
channel should be considered in locating the drop 
inlet to avoid trash accumulations resulting from 
circulation. 

In general, wind and circulation forces act 
over the entire reservoir. When the flow very 
near the drop inlet is considered, other forces 
become important. 'Veil' flow creates a water
surface drawclown near crest of the structure. 
In this region the flow has appreciable velocity, 
and will carry any floating or submerged trash 
toward the structure. 

Ruff,2 in reporting on tests of model trash 

~ Ruff, Paul F. 1958. Model studies of spillways. Univ. 
Calif. Inst. Eng. Res., Service to Industry Series No. 
6079. 
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racks for drop inlets, points out that for free 
surface weir flow penetrating an open rack, 
floating sticks were attracted to the inlet almost 
immediately after flow had begun. On the other 
hand, a solid skirt around the structure extend
ing below crest level and above the weir-flow 
water surface was very effective in keeping 
floating sticks almost at a standstill. Figure A-I 
illustrates why this should be so. The open trash 
rack allows the water surface to slope toward the 
inlet, but the solid skirt interrupts the free sur
face flow and causes a stagnation point. Up
stream of the solid skirt the free surface has very 
little velocity. Thus, floating hash can be pre
vented from packing tightly against the hash 
rack by the use of a solid side skirt. 

The preceding qualitative description of trash 
movement is intended to bring out two points. 
(1) Several forces can move trash in a reservoir; 
the most significant of these is wincl. The forces 
can combine in many ways, contributing hoth 
positively and negatively to the trash problem. 
(2) It can be seen that trash motion is virtually 

Stagnation point""

." 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE A-I.-Water surface shapes for weir flow with
out (f1) and with (B) a solid skirt. 

unpredictable. Therefore, there appears to be no . 
valid guide for predicting that a given spillway 
need or need not be equipped with an entrance 
trash rack Howe,·er, the consequences of failure 
of a floodwater-retarding structure by plugging 
of the principal spillway can be so severe that a 
trash rack is essential to guard against even a re
mote possibility of such a failure. Moreover. the 
factor of human safety demands some protective 
device at spillway entrmlces. 
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